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Creating Community
“We regard our living together not as an unfortunate mishap
Warranting endless competition among us
But as a deliberate act of God
To make us a community of brothers and sisters
Jointly involved in the quest for a composite answer
To the varied problems of life.”

- Steven Biko

Biko is known for fighting South African apartheid in the late 60s and 70s. His death while in police custody became a worldwide symbol of the oppressive regime.

Dismantling Oppression
“We are a gentle and generous people. But let us not forget our anger. May it fuel not only our commitment to compassion but also our commitment to make fundamental changes. Our vision of the Beloved Community must stand against a vision that would allow the privilege of the few to be accepted as just and even holy. Our religious vision must again and again ask the Gospel question "Who is my neighbor" and strive always to include more and more of us as we intone the words that gave birth to this nation, "We the people..." We are, and we should be, both a gentle, and an angry people.”


Social Justice
“The challenge of social justice is to evoke a sense of community that we need to make our nation a better place, just as we make it a safer place.

It's a time for greatness--not for greed. It's a time for idealism -- not ideology. It is a time not just for compassionate words, but compassionate action.”

-Marian Wright Edelman, President, Children's Defense Fund

Honoring Earth
"Let every individual and institution now think and act as a responsible trustee of Earth, seeking choices in ecology, economics and ethics that will provide a sustainable future, eliminate pollution, poverty and violence, awaken the wonder of life and foster peaceful progress in the human adventure."

-John McConnell, founder of International Earth Day

The Prophetic Liberal Church
“This much we can say. A church that does not concern itself with the struggle in history for human decency and justice, a church that does not show concern for the shape of things to come, a church that does not attempt to interpret the signs of the times, is not a prophetic church. The prophetic liberal church is not a church where the prophetic function is assigned merely to the few. The prophetic liberal church is the church in which persons think and work together to interpret the signs of the times in light of their faith, to make explicit through discussion the epochal thinking that the times demand. The prophetic liberal church is the church in which all members share the common responsibility to foresee the consequences of human behavior (both individual and institutional), with the intention of making history in place of being merely pushed around by it.”

-James Luther Adams, "Taking Time Seriously," The Prophethood of All Believers
Introduction

The Social Justice Empowerment Program was launched in 1992. In that time, over 200 congregations have participated in the workshops and many others have used the materials. Congregational leaders report that the program has helped them to focus, strengthen, and grow their social justice programs. It has helped them to balance their program with a mix of service, education, organizing, advocacy, and public witness activities. It has made them more aware of how to draw on UUA resources and to join in national organizing and advocacy campaigns. Most of all, ministers and others tell us that the program has helped bring social justice into the heart of the spiritual life of the congregation.

Since 1992, our association of congregations has continued to develop our effectiveness in working for social justice and to broaden our understandings of what social justice means. The increased effectiveness can be seen in the fact that close to twelve percent of our congregations are now involved in congregation-based community organizations, and many more than that are working in interfaith coalitions. Thousands of Unitarian Universalists have joined in interfaith and national advocacy efforts that the UUA has initiated and joined. Our broader (and deeper) understanding of justice is reflected in the fact that over half of our congregations are recognized as Welcoming Congregations (to lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender individuals and families). In 1997, we embarked on an association-wide anti-racism initiative, and since then we have started to work on issues affecting people with disabilities. Youth empowerment is on the rise and social justice activities that include the whole family are being organized. Our Statement of Conscience on global warming, passed in 2006 at General Assembly, represents our deeper commitment to the earth.

A new engaged spirituality has taken hold in our faith, and we are beginning to understand that to work for social justice is in itself a spiritual practice.

This updated handbook reflects these new understandings. It is designed to help social justice leaders and advocates be more strategic, to develop collective decision-making, to make good use of congregational resources, and to put our UU faith into action. It incorporates materials from Inspired Faith—Effective Action (UUA), Facilitating Circles of Change (Spirit of Action), the JUUST Change Consultancy (UUA), Rev. Richard Gilbert, and other sources.

Our thanks to the Social Justice Empowerment facilitators who have lovingly taken this program across the country to small fellowships, mid-sized congregations, and large churches; and to Rev. William Gardiner who established the program.

Special thanks are owed to the Rev. Carole Ann Cole who revised much of the materials and shepherded this project. To Rev. Cynthia Prescott who formatted the handbook. To Rev. Art McDonald who provided a new social justice bibliography. To Pam Kelly and Charles Zoeller for their contributions. Thanks to Rev. Kathy Huff, Carl McCargo, Rev. Ralph Galen, Tom Esch, and Barb Greve for their review and comments.

We hope you will find this resource useful for your congregation’s contribution to justice.

In faith,

Susan Leslie
Director of Congregational Advocacy & Witness

Office of Multicultural Growth & Witness
Unitarian Universalist Association
2007
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I. Foundations of Social Justice in the Congregation
Unitarian Universalism is a covenantal theology of engagement. We draw inspiration and truth from experiencing each other and the world around us. In doing so, we necessarily witness both the beauty and brokenness of our world. And that’s why we are here, because we have chosen to do social justice work in the context of our religious community. Being religiously grounded is key to effectiveness because it helps frame issues from an authentic, religious perspective, and it helps us speak and act from a religious perspective as well.

- Unitarian Universalist congregations are religious communities, not secular activist organizations. Our primary purpose is not achieving political goals—although that may be a significant activity—but rather building relationships and meaning based on equality and justice.

- How the work is done is as important as the end goal of promoting justice. If the justice work we do fails to build community—or worse yet destroys it—we will not have served our congregations or Association well.

- Utilize an appropriate, healthy process for decision making. Any congregational activity or decision can be divisive if done badly. The solution is not to avoid that activity or decision, but to assess the process.

- Engage in personal transformation. Our ability to create social transformation is linked with our willingness to go through personal transformation in the process. How can we expect the world to change if we’re not willing to ourselves?

- Reflect on our actions. Educator and writer Paulo Friere, author of Pedagogy of the Oppressed, argued that people learn best from conversations with each other (rather than teacher to student), and that only a small amount is learned from action. It is the reflection on action that informs values and thus makes the real difference.

- Build Strong Relationships. The more we are in relationship with each other and approach social justice in ways that value this relationship, the better off we’ll be as a community. This type of sharing, namely personal, ethical, emotional, spiritual, and/or theological, is necessary both for effective justice work, and for personal and congregational development.

By facilitating personal development and building relationships, dialogue and reflection make social justice work more sustainable both individually and as a congregation.
The Principles and Sources of the Unitarian Universalist Association Reflect Our Social Justice Values

Unitarian Universalist Principles

We, the member congregations of the Unitarian Universalist Association, covenant to affirm and promote

- The inherent worth and dignity of every person;
- Justice, equity and compassion in human relations;
- Acceptance of one another and encouragement to spiritual growth in our congregations;
- A free and responsible search for truth and meaning;
- The right of conscience and the use of the democratic process within our congregations and in society at large;
- The goal of world community with peace, liberty and justice for all;
- Respect for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are a part.

The living tradition which we share draws from many sources:

- Direct experience of that transcending mystery and wonder, affirmed in all cultures, which moves us to a renewal of the spirit and an openness to the forces which create and uphold life;
- Words and deeds of prophetic women and men which challenge us to confront powers and structures of evil with justice, compassion and the transforming power of love;
- Wisdom from the world's religions which inspires us in our ethical and spiritual life;
- Jewish and Christian teachings which call us to respond to God's love by loving our neighbors as ourselves;
- Humanist teachings which counsel us to heed the guidance of reason and the results of science, and warn us against idolatries of the mind and spirit;
- Spiritual teachings of Earth-centered traditions which celebrate the sacred circle of life and instruct us to live in harmony with the rhythms of nature.

Grateful for the religious pluralism which enriches and ennobles our faith, we are inspired to deepen our understanding and expand our vision. As free congregations we enter into this covenant, promising to one another our mutual trust and support.
Unitarian Universalist Values and Social Justice

Our Unitarian Universalist values are directly connected to our social justice work.

We do this work because

- We are Unitarian and we believe in the interconnectedness of all creation and the oneness of the holy.
- We are Universalist and we believe in the underlying principle of universal love.
- We are Unitarian Universalist and we celebrate these beliefs in our First and Seventh Principles, calling us to be aware of how we are in the world and in relationship with others. We covenant to affirm and promote the inherent worth and dignity of all people and respect for the interdependent web of all creation of which we are a part.

Doing justice work from a religiously grounded place is beneficial because it

- Sustains us: personally and congregationally
- Provides vision and grounding
- Gives us courage to engage in transformative work
- Helps to frame our issues authentically and morally
- Reflects our most deeply held values and beliefs
- Increases our clarity and effectiveness
- Allows us to speak with a religious voice and demonstrate that there is a plurality of religious beliefs that can come together for action.

-Inspired by Rev. Barbara W. ten Hove

Spiritually-Grounded, Transformative Congregation-Based Work

- Sustains us personally and congregationally by fostering personal spiritual growth and deepening collective spiritual understanding
- Provides a community space to authentically explore and address issues of systemic privilege and oppression
- Builds community and energy in the congregation—provides a vision and goal
- Mobilizes and inspires the congregation across generations
- Develops new leaders and skills
- Forms partnerships with other UU congregations, interfaith and secular groups
- Builds bridges across barriers of race, class, sexual orientation and other differences
- Creates partnerships between groups with systemic privilege and historically marginalized groups
- Helps people in need
- Changes culture and policy
- Garners media attention
- Raises the profile/presence of the congregation in the community
- Enables congregational growth and strengthens coalitions for justice
Doing Social Justice Work from a Spiritual/Philosophical Center

Do relationship and community building throughout, and personal and spiritual sharing prior to planning the work. Discuss the differences between working in a Unitarian Universalist congregational setting and a secular one. Following are several suggestions for sharing spiritual and personal views. In addition, any of the exercises or activities below can be used to create meaningful ritual as openings, closings, or reflections.

- Talk personally about why we’re passionate about a given issue and why it’s an important issue for Unitarian Universalism.
- Ask questions and share personal stories.
- Examine how systemic power, privilege and oppression impact the issue. Find out if there are active groups who are the most affected by the issue. If so, act as allies and receive leadership from them.
- Be the change we wish to see. Model being centered, passionate, open-minded, and welcoming.
- Talk about social justice work in spiritual terms.
- Include rituals in all activities: start with a chalice lighting, reading, and/or meditation. End with a closing reading, song, or brief sharing.
- Always plan time for reflection and discussion following significant activities or events.
- Participate in a small group ministry such as a covenant group to help stay centered/grounded (i.e., do an activity that meets people’s needs).
- Work with the minister(s) or lay leaders to have a “Social Justice Sunday” in which members of the social action group lead and/or participate in the Sunday service at your congregation.
- Hold “one-to-one” meetings with fellow members of the social justice committee to discuss personal and spiritual motivations for involvement. Surprising information and inspiring insights may arise.

**Exercise:** Complete one or more of the following statements on an index card and share responses. (This exercise can also be used for meditation and ritual).

- As a Unitarian Universalist, social justice work is spiritual/philosophical/religious for me because...
- I believe the role of the congregation in working for social justice is....
- The UU Principles and/or Sources most meaningful to me are ............... because... (see page 2 for Principles and Sources)
- Define Social Justice in one sentence.
I. Foundations of Social Justice in the Congregation

Congregational Social Justice Identity and the Mission Statement

A congregation’s mission statement is a foundational document that declares a congregation’s understanding of its purpose, its identity, its beliefs, and its intentions. A good starting point for incorporating social justice into the whole congregation is to include it in the congregation’s mission statement.

We have perhaps learned that true fulfillment has to do with both personal meaning and social responsibility. The two do not compete; they reinforce one another. We are in the process of learning that church social action is not a small band of marginal activists in the church decrying church inaction or seeking to represent the whole church. Rather, it is a congregational process of coming to terms with the mission of the religious community in a society that sometimes confuses the separation of church and state with the divorce of religion and public policy. –Rev. Richard S. Gilbert, The Prophetic Imperative (Skinner House Books, 2000).

Sample Congregational Mission Statements that include Social Justice

UU Society East, Manchester CT
Unitarian Universalist Society East is a welcoming, liberal religious community. Through shared ministry, we care for one another and nurture the search for truth and meaning as part of lifelong spiritual growth. We are committed to living our Unitarian Universalist Principles in our daily lives, including working for justice and peace, and living in harmony with the earth.

UU Congregation of Atlanta, GA
OUR VISION STATEMENT: UUCA is a community of faith that encourages and supports our individual spiritual quests out of which we act together for social justice.

First Unitarian Church of Oakland, CA
We, the members of the First Unitarian Church of Oakland, unite to build a beloved community within and beyond our walls. Guided by individual conscience and wisdom from many sources, we gather in worship and service to nourish the spirit, work for justice, and celebrate the divine in all.

Second Unitarian Church of Omaha, NE
Second Unitarian Church of Omaha is an inclusive and nurturing religious community engaged in thoughtful pursuit of truth and meaning. Our mission is to grow as a beacon of hope—sharing a vision of a world community that embraces diversity, justice and respectful stewardship within the interdependent web of existence.

For information on how to create or review a mission statement see the UUA Congregational Handbook, Section III, "Vision, Mission, and Covenant: Creating a Future Together": www.uua.org/office/handbook.
Visioning the Congregation’s Social Justice Commitment

In these times, those who work for equality, justice, peace, and sustainability seem to face a daunting task. However, a great history of social movements began with visions when change seemed equally impossible. Participants are encouraged to anchor their collective visioning in the possibilities that exist in their own local communities. Current realities we know exist can provide the spark of inspiration for imagining more widespread shifts on the societal level.


Exercise: The following questions can help the congregation initiate its visioning process:

1. Create a positive vision of your community 10, 15, 25 years from now. How old will you be? How old will a child whom you know be?

2. Draw on seeds of hope that exist today that could grow into full blossom. What does the future community look like?

3. How would you like the congregation’s social justice program to look in five years? In ten years? Consider how it would be integrated into the life of the congregation and the community.

These questions can be answered individually, in small and large groups, or be drawn as individual pictures or group murals. This is a great exercise to be done with children and youth groups (with appropriate adjustments) and to be shared with the congregation.

Resources for visioning exercises and developing congregational vision statements include:

  www.uua.org/leaders/leaderslibrary/congregationalhandbook/index.shtml

- Many UUA District Staff are trained in visioning work – see www.uua.org/district

- Spirit in Action is an ally organization of the UUA that works with congregations and organizations on starting from spirit-based vision for social change – see www.spiritinaction.org

- Appreciative Inquiry provides a comprehensive process for organization’s to bring members’ hopes and dreams into an organizational vision and action plan. See http://appreciativeinquiry.case.edu
Healing from Divisions and Acting with Accountability in the Community

“Being in diverse community is essential to making broad-based change in the United States. To enjoy the privilege and responsibility of being in diverse community, people are called to recognize that we share both a common humanity and particular social identities, which accord power in unbalanced ways. Bridging this power divide is at the heart of healing divisions. Although we may share similar visions, the realities of living in a structurally inequitable society shape the attitudes, behaviors, and interactions of us all. In order to confront the power, privilege, and oppression that grow from social identities, we who seek a better world are called to do our own personal change work.”


Through General Assembly resolutions and other actions, UU congregations and their members have committed to act in ways that are anti-oppressive and accountable to historically marginalized groups in their congregations and communities.

Accountability is the concept of being held responsible for ones actions and attitudes:

- Accountability requires partnership with and taking leadership from the communities most affected by the issue being worked on.
- Reconciliation and action lead to right relationship and accountability.

Be an accountable partner with community groups and in our own congregations:

- When considering a particular project, find out what is already happening in the community and talk to the individuals and group(s) most affected before taking action. Be conscious of the safety of those most at risk.
- Be willing to take a supporting role on issues that do not directly affect us. Receive leadership from affected groups.
- Be conscious of how much “space” we take up. Are we listening to or dominating the conversation? Are we showing respect to the work others have been doing, or barraging them with our solutions? Are we believing their stories and perspectives, or asking critical questions to make them prove themselves?
- Partner with organizations recognized as legitimate representatives of the community we are working with, not self-appointed groups.
- Foster awareness of your own and the congregation’s power, privilege, and history both as complicit with the status quo and as resisters and transformative agents.
- Structure meetings and events in a manner that is inclusive and accessible to many different people, including those with special needs.

For tips on Becoming a Good Ally, see www.uua.org/lgbt/witness/26942.shtml.

For information on the UUA’s JUUST Change Anti-Oppression Consultancy see www.uua.org/multiculturalism/curricula/27108.shtml.
Social Justice: A Congregational Ministry

To best nurture a social justice ministry in our UU congregations, we must look at a variety of factors and aspects of congregational life. These include interpersonal relationships as well as congregational structures and policies. The following list of suggestions is included here as a guide (or a goal) for congregations seeking to improve their social action or social justice programs.

**Deepen Congregational Identity:** A successful social justice congregation has a sense of mission and purpose. Members are familiar with the history of the congregation’s involvement in social justice in the community and its part in the larger UU movement.

**Develop Visions and Values:** Have a vision of what could be. Don’t just identify problems. Connect political beliefs with spiritual values. Practice developing messages and framing issues with UU theology and values.

**Be Intentional:** In order to be successful, a congregation must intentionally set a path for justice work. Priorities should be established as a congregation; clear goals/objectives set; decision-making processes made clear. Discover the passion of the members. Carefully analyze the problems to be solved. Action is concrete, specific and manageable. Congregational structures are examined with social justice in mind. Changes are made to structures that do not support social justice efforts. Examples of congregational structures and policies to consider are: Budget, By-laws, Representation (Who speaks for the congregation and when?), committee and task force structure, and leadership.

**Keep the Faith:** As together we walk the path toward justice, there will be great successes and there will be times of great despair. This is why we dare not walk alone. Engage our UU faith as a source of strength and reflection for the congregation's social justice work. Encourage members to articulate how their UU values inform their social justice efforts. Include activities at social justice programs that feed the soul—music, art, poetry, prayer.

**Pursue Ministerial Leadership:** Ministerial support for justice work—including preaching, connection to the wider justice world, goal setting, and leadership development—is key. A minister needs her or his congregation’s support in achieving a healthy balance between pastoral and prophetic work.

**Be a Good Partner:** Join interfaith and community coalitions. There is power in numbers. The best community partner is a congregation that knows itself as well as its community. This also means knowing when to be involved and when to step back. Whether pursuing partnerships within the congregation or in the community, a special effort must be made to include groups and individuals traditionally marginalized by race, class, sexual orientation, disability, and age.

**Make Full Use of the Financial Resources of the Congregation:** Social justice leaders should draw on the financial resources of the congregation and its members. They can also apply for funding from the Unitarian Universalist Funding Program. It is suggested allocating at least 2% of the congregational budget to social justice.

**Make it Easy to Pursue Justice Work Through the Congregation:** In successful social justice congregations, at least 20% of the congregation is involved in some kind of justice work. Many members work or volunteer with justice-related organizations.
outside of church. Social justice ministry is seen as a part of the life of the congregation. Justice work is integrated into worship, religious education, social programs, etc., and is highly visible. This means that new faces and new ideas are welcomed and incorporated into committees and task forces. This requires an honest sense of when seasoned leaders should "step back" and make a commitment to leadership development. Some congregations have developed databases that chart members’ interests, membership in other organizations, skills, and expertise and match them with justice efforts.

**Utilize UUA Resources Mindfully:** Our Association makes many resources and trainings available to its member congregations, and they should be reviewed and considered regularly. The Jubilee Anti-Racism Training, JUUST Change Anti-Oppression Consultancy, Building the World We Dream About, Welcoming Congregation work, or the Social Justice Empowerment Program might be just what’s needed to start the congregation on a path towards a more active role in society. See the section on resources at the end of this workbook for more, and contact the UUA staff listed there to discuss the best and most appropriate workshop or resources for your congregation.

**Be Mindful of Balance:** A variety of voices should be heard in planning meetings and in justice work. If social justice issues are raised by a single or a few voices only, this should be addressed. In addition, if the congregation engages in all (or most) of the various types of social justice work (service, education, advocacy, witness, organizing), the overall justice programming will be stronger and more effective.

**Engage in Reflection and Evaluation. Don’t Shy Away from Conflict:** Facing controversy quickly and with creativity can make all the difference in interpersonal and congregational relations and provide a strong foundation for justice work. Effective work is often based on consistent and continual reflection on and evaluation of actions, programs, structures, and leadership.
Integrating Social Justice into the Whole of Congregational Life

In some Unitarian Universalist communities, the social justice program is not a vital part of the overall life of the congregation.

People in the congregation may be indifferent or uninvolved in the important social issues of our time. They may not have a way or feel they have the time to become involved, or they may work on social justice in organizations other than our congregations. Whatever the reasons, they are not expressing the caring for important human needs and commitment to justice which are central parts of our liberal faith.

Often in these congregations, members of the social justice committee live on the periphery of the congregation. They are often a small fringe group of people. Either they do not feel supported by the other members of the church, or they have alienated themselves from the rest of the congregation. Their reaction can be one of self-righteousness, one-upmanship, and guilt mongering.

In some cases, social justice leaders and organizers in the congregation are people who are concerned about some special issues but not about the overall well-being of the religious institution. They may want to use the congregation to get support for their particular issue rather than identifying collective interests or community needs.

In other cases, congregational members do participate in social justice committee projects, but they have not been part of the decision-making to determine the social justice program.

When the members of the congregation are uninvolved and the social justice committee is on the periphery, the congregation lacks the power to act in the world in the ways that it might. And when this happens our liberal faith loses its vitality.

If a congregation is to develop an effective social justice program, all of the members of the congregation must strive to make social justice a part of the life of the whole group. And social justice leaders need to do what they can to integrate a concern for social issues into the rest of the religious community.

While minister of the First Unitarian Church of Rochester NY, Rev. Richard Gilbert developed a model known as Gilbert’s Wheel that helps us to understand how this can be done. Gilbert notes that each of the segments in the wheel touches every other segment. He writes, “They are understood, not as administrative categories but as functions of the church occurring at many programmatic places. These aspects of the total program are interdependent. No one succeeds unless all the others succeed.”

Using Dick Gilbert’s wheel, we see how we can build this vital connection between social justice ministry and the overall life of the congregation.

While social justice is not the sole reason the church exists, it is one very important dimension of congregational life. And all of the members of the congregation need to recognize its importance and support efforts for effective programs. The best ways to do this are to develop viable projects and integrate social justice ministry into the total life of the congregation.
The Gilbert Model

According to Gilbert there are four dimensions of the religious life in the church:

1) the church as worshipping community,
2) the church as caring community in which a mutual ministry operates to meet personal needs,
3) the church as a community for life-span religious education, and
4) the church as a community of moral discourse and action.

Worship and the celebration of life are at the center of the life of our religious community. Through worship we express the values and meanings which are central to our faith. Here we find the inspiration to face the challenges of life and the motivation for action.

Our congregations are caring communities where people can find personal affirmation. Individuals come to the church for support at times of birth, marriage, and death. They look for acceptance in times of stress and turmoil. Many of our UU congregations have structured “caring committees” so that church members can be intentional about meeting these pastoral needs. As a community, we enjoy special events that bring us together like the fall fair, the annual retreat, the religious education picnic, and the Christmas Eve Candlelight Service.

Our congregations are places for life-span education. We want our children to learn about values that can sustain them throughout their lives. Our adult education programs provide opportunities for people to learn about our liberal religious faith tradition and to grow as persons.

In moral discourse we discuss the important ethical and social issues of our day. And we take action on issues we feel strongly about.

Social justice leaders need to recognize that “moral discourse and action” is just one aspect of the total life of our religious community—an important aspect—but still only one part. The congregation does not exist solely to do social justice. As a holistic institution, all four parts need to function well.
This is why social justice organizers need to pay special attention to supporting the total life of the church. We can show our concern for the overall life of the church by supporting other programs such as religious education and music. We can show our support by giving generous pledges, and taking an active role in the all-church canvass. And justice activists will benefit from this because the total church is the community that provides us with a place to meet, financial support of our programs, and volunteers to act on the issues we think are important.

How do we integrate social justice into the overall life of the congregation?

One obvious way to do this is through the Sunday morning service. There, the minister/s or a guest speaker can do a sermon on an important social justice issue. Or a church committee can do a panel or a program on something that is happening in the larger community.

We can also integrate social justice work into the congregation’s education program. Whenever we do panels on social issues or community forums, we are doing educational programs about social justice issues.

The UUA offers religious education curricula which provide materials for youth and adults on how Unitarian Universalists can act in the world. Some congregations have found this to be a wonderful way of building bridges across the generations in their religious community. See www.uua.org/re for more information.
Creating a Balanced Social Justice Program: Five Main Approaches to Taking Action

Offering participants a variety of ways to be involved is key in maintaining a successful social justice program. And of course, all approaches to social justice should include an orientation of healing divisions, dismantling institutional oppression, and acting with accountability.

The five types of social justice action are:

SERVICE: The purpose of social service is to meet the needs of persons in distress.

Examples: collecting money, donating food or clothing, tutoring, sheltering the homeless, homes for senior citizens, programs for senior citizens, child care programs, food programs, youth clubs, scouts, hospitals.

Strengths: It is doing something in the present. Hungry people are fed; homeless people are housed. When done in an accountable way to homeless communities, such programs are done in partnership with those being served and some of the homeless themselves act as co-leaders of the project.

Challenges: Relieving the symptoms does not always solve the problem over time and often has little impact on public policy. Providing information on anti-poverty legislation and opportunities for activism in combination with service can bridge this gap.

EDUCATION: The purpose of social education is to educate people about the importance of a social issue. The goal is to inform people about the aspects of the issues and also interpret the issue within the context of liberal religious values.

Examples: Public meetings, workshops, resolutions, drama, public forums, worship services and sermons.

Strengths: People's consciousness is raised. When done accountably, those most impacted by the issue have a voice.

Challenges: Talking about a problem may become a substitute for doing something about it. Providing advocacy action steps as part of education and having form letters and postcards available at the event, can help overcome this.

WITNESS: The purpose of social witness is to make public by word or deed the convictions of an individual or organization regarding a particular issue.

Examples: Participating in demonstrations, vigils, and marches, writing letters to the editor, passing resolutions, communicating to the wider community through press releases and/or press conferences, organizing petition campaigns, changing our lifestyles.

Strengths: People in the community know where we stand on a given issue. At its best, our witness involves partnering with others in the community, especially those most affected.

Challenges: It may be tempting to believe that speaking out in itself will solve the problem. Gaining media attention that emphasizes solutions as well as highlighting the problem can create momentum.
ADVOCACY: The purpose of advocacy is to work through the legislative process to impact public policy.

Examples: Visiting elected representatives in a delegation, writing letters to elected officials, giving testimony at public hearings.

Strengths: Public policy is, to some extent, affected. Policy makers can be particularly moved by testimonials from people experiencing hardship and oppression from current policies.

Challenges: Taking stands on controversial issues can split a congregation. A careful process should be used. (See Section IV – Congregational Decision-Making and Public Witness Positions)

COMMUNITY ORGANIZING: The purpose of community organizing is to participate in the process by which decisions are made in places of power. The focus is on the power of institutional structures and how that power is used for good or evil. This approach is based on the recognition that individuals have little power to change their situations without the empowerment of groups who know how to organize and influence power.

Examples: Developing a strong organization, influencing policy and decision-makers and holding them accountable, empowering people so they can achieve self-determination.

Strengths: Oppressive systems are transformed. Accountability is established. Partnerships are formed across lines of race, class, gender identity, and faith, and new relationships are transforming for congregational members.

Challenges: Working in coalitions can be difficult and time consuming. Patience is required. Acceptance or tolerance of other religious beliefs and language can be challenging for Unitarian Universalists. This approach may involve more political struggle than many members of a congregation feel comfortable with.

It is important to remember these five approaches when structuring social justice programs. In fact, these five approaches to doing social justice ministry do not exist in isolation from one another. Rather, they are complementary.

Ideally, we would have programs in our congregations on specific issues which would include all five approaches and are done in a way that heal divisions and are accountable to marginalized and oppressed communities.
First UU Church of Columbus, OH has a multi-faceted accountable program to empower homeless people.

In the service component, individuals go through an eight-week training program to develop a personal relationship with a homeless person living in one of two local shelters. These volunteers serve as sounding boards and advocate for people at government and social welfare agencies. Members of the congregation also provide money, food, and clothing.

In the educational part of the program, forums on homelessness are held for members of the congregation and the wider community. Guest speakers deliver sermons on the topic. Announcements are made in the church service and articles are put in the congregation's newsletter.

With regard to witnessing, members of the congregation participate in rallies to save the general assistance program. They issue press releases providing information about the problem of homelessness and what their congregation is doing about it.

In terms of advocacy, church members lobby elected officials about this issue. This was especially true when members of the City Council needed to find extra money to keep one of the shelters open.

With regard to community organizing, the congregation is a member of a congregation-based community organization BREAD: Building Responsibility, Equality and Dignity in Columbus. Over the past three years, BREAD initiated and maintained a Jubilee Housing Campaign to address the dramatic shortage of affordable housing in central Ohio. As a result, the Columbus–Franklin County Affordable Housing Trust Fund was created. This fund targets its resources to low-income families. The city and county have invested $6.2 million in the Affordable Housing Trust Fund. As a result of these programs, many homeless people have found jobs and homes.
II. Social Justice Congregational Identity and Community Outreach
Congregational Identity and Social Justice Programs

The role of the congregation in promoting social justice is a part of a congregation’s identity. A congregation’s social justice program and activities tell a story about who that congregation is and how it is perceived in the community. It is important for a congregation to know where they stand and what their social location is in relation to the wider community.

The projects, initiatives, and issues that a congregation engages in are part of the congregation’s public face. The choices made need to take these perspectives into consideration and should reflect the congregational mission.

Key is knowing the congregation and the community. What is the congregation’s history and public profile in the community? Is it known as it would like to be or are there changes the congregation would like to make? What are the congregation’s assets and resources for social justice? What are the demographics of the congregation? What are the demographics of the community? Who are allies in the community, state, nationally, and internationally? What are other UU congregations in the region working on? What are the opportunities for justice-making? Will the congregation join national UUA social justice campaigns?

When a congregation chooses issues, while it is important, indeed vital to act on what the congregation’s members care about, it is equally important to know what is of concern to the broader community. A process for choosing which social justice issues to work on needs to include what relationships the congregation has or would like to develop and what the congregation can contribute that would fill a gap that exists or that would strengthen current efforts.

This section of the handbook offers several tools to assist congregations in organizing their social justice program and increasing their presence in the community.
Organizing the Congregation:
History, Resources, and Relationships

Start by creating a timeline of the congregation’s history related to social justice work:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Historical Happenings</th>
<th>Current Happenings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

‘Map’ the congregation:

- Who is in the congregation?
- What are the assets within the congregation, in terms of people, experience, money, time, resources, experience?
- What are the needs and interests of the members of the congregation?
- What is going on right now, in terms of social justice work?

‘Map’ the community:

- Who lives in the community?
- What are the power dynamics in the community?
- Who lives in the physical space near the congregation?
- What social justice organizing is already going on?
- What relationships does the congregation already have within the community?
- What relationships do members of the congregation already have with community members or organization?

‘Map’ the Congregation’s Connections:

Consider the many relationships the congregation has in the local community and beyond.

- Where do congregants volunteer? Which boards do they serve on?
- Where do they work?
- With whom does the congregation hold joint events?
- To whom does the congregation give money?
- Are there liaisons to the Unitarian Universalist Association’s social justice offices and the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee? Is there a UU Statewide Advocacy Network the congregation can work with?
- What are other relationships members of the congregation maintain? Think creatively! Partnerships may exist where we least expect them!

Do a survey and create a database of the congregational members’ connections and interests.
Fill in the diagram circles that represent the congregation’s current partners. Add additional categories as needed.
Stakeholder Analysis

To move from studying social justice issues into constructive action for social change, consider how we will work with people affected by or engaged in particular issues.

The approach described here for choosing goals and setting an action agenda is based on developing a deeper understanding and forming collaborative relationships before forming a strategic plan.

Perhaps from the social justice committee's studies and research, particular problems can be identified that resonate widely with the congregation. In order to really define and understand the problem from the many points of view of all those involved, interview one-to-one the “stakeholders” in the problem.

- Stakeholders may be individual or group members of the congregation (especially if this is an internal issue).
- Stakeholders may be individual people or groups of people directly affected by an issue (e.g. people who are homeless or an oppressed group).
- Stakeholders may be representatives of a community or statewide group that is organizing on an issue.
- They may be elected representatives, or members of statewide, national, or international networks.
- Those who are oppressed by and those who benefit from a problematic situation can be thought of as stakeholders.

If power were equally distributed and we could get all the stakeholders to come together for dialogue and decision-making, negotiating “win-win” solutions to issues would be the name of the game. But power dynamics among stakeholders tend to be very unequal. Whether or not all the stakeholder groups assemble, it helps if people from your group understand the power dynamics and the stated (and if possible some of the unstated) issues of the stakeholders.

To hold effective dialogue with stakeholders, we need to create a respectful climate for discussion that will allow real listening. We are called to listen with an open mind, trying to understand our own prejudices and stereotypes, framing our ways of thinking in new ways, communicating in the language of the other, opening our minds to alternative points of view, and seeking creative alternatives to fixed positions. As Unitarian Universalists who seek justice, equity, and compassion in human relations, we want to be sure that the voices of the less powerful and marginalized are heard.
Out of the Congregation and Into the Community

At the national level, the UUA does all social justice work in coalitions. As a small, majority white, largely middle-class denomination, coalitions and partnerships allow us to amplify our voice, engage in cross-class, interracial, interfaith collaborations, and be more effective.

Benefits of community partnerships and coalitions include:

- Fitting the work into an existing structure, not re-inventing the wheel! Filling a niche in the community organization that may be empty
- Strength in numbers!
- More people = more hands. More people = more impact!
- Opportunities for future collaboration on other issues
- Doing the work in an accountable way
- Bringing different constituencies together
- Work is more effective
- Increase community connections
- Groups can specialize and take responsibility for different facets of the work
- Wider message
- Increased opportunities for media.
- Seeing issues from multiple points of view.
- Spreading the impact of Unitarian Universalism!
- Others?
Choosing an Issue: Determining Grounding, Accountability, Fit, & Opportunity

When evaluating justice-issue-based priorities, consider the following for each issue:

**Grounding:** Does the issue have authentic and deep Unitarian Universalist roots? Does it link to the current identity and theology/philosophy of Unitarian Universalists?

- Theology/philosophy – What is the spiritual, philosophical, historical, and ethical basis for our position?
- Worship and Congregational Life – What is our members’ engagement and lived experience on the justice issue in the congregation?
- Social Action – Is there historic and current UU engagement on the issue in the public arena?

**Accountability:** Is the issue of concern to marginalized groups in the congregation and in the community? Is anti-oppression built in to the project and its way of operating?

- Is the congregation educated about how the issue is impacting people of color, low-income communities, and other oppressed groups?
- Are there relationships with groups who are working on the issue from this perspective? Can the congregation be a sensitive partner?
- Can reconciliation and right relationship be an outcome of working on this issue? Are there opportunities for dismantling institutional oppression? For reparations?

**Fit:** Is there a match between the congregation’s resources, aspirations, and ability to make a real difference?

- Informed and Inspiring Leaders – Are there Unitarian Universalists who are or could publicly represent a UU perspective on the theme?
- Institutional Resources – Is there a task group devoted to the issue? Has the minister spoken out? Is there money available for the effort? What UUA offices, committees, affiliates, publications, curricula exist to support the congregation in taking a position?
- Partners – Are there national and/or local interfaith and allied organizations the congregation or UUA has a history of partnership with or that are actively seeking partners?

**Opportunity:** Is there likelihood that the congregation can be a respected participant in the public dialogue on this issue? Are there other groups the congregation can work with? Is this a “hot” issue and a good time to act? Can the congregation make a real difference? Is there a UU national campaign the congregation can join? Are there debates in the public arena, proposed legislation that Unitarian Universalists can influence?

- Relevance in News and Public Dialogue – What is the degree to which the theme is or could become a meaningful factor in news coverage or public debate?
- Other Voices – Congruent: What religious and secular organizations share our views and are vocal?
- Other Voices – Contrary: What religious and secular organizations oppose our views and are vocal?
For issues where there is grounding and accountability, use the chart below to plot the amount of fit and opportunity. The issues with high fit and high opportunity are ones to consider making priorities. Issues with low fit and opportunity may still be a priority but may indicate a need to develop relationships in the community and education of the congregation before action is undertaken.

Potential issues may include:

- Criminal Justice Reform
- Environment/Global Warming
- Health Care
- Affordable Housing
- Marriage Equality
- Religious Freedom
- Sexuality Education
- Voting Rights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential</th>
<th>Ideal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Fit and Low Opportunity</td>
<td>High Fit and High Opportunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study, educate, and monitor for development.</td>
<td>Dedicate time, energy, and resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues:</td>
<td>Issues:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unlikely</th>
<th>Potential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Fit and Low Opportunity</td>
<td>Low Fit and High Opportunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not dedicate time and resources. Can monitor for development.</td>
<td>Study, educate, and monitor for development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues:</td>
<td>Issues:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fit

Opportunity
Assessing the Congregation’s Social Justice Impact on the Greater Community

This chart can help to assess the magnitude of the impact of the congregation’s justice work on the greater community. As the congregation becomes more comfortable with social justice and public witness work, it can set its sights higher and higher on the continuum. Also, public witness can build its own momentum: the more that gets voiced out there, the more the impact.

Many thanks to Helio Fred Garcia, UUA Media Consultant, for developing this continuum and the following criteria and chart.
Suggestions for Meeting the Challenges of Working in Interfaith and Other Coalitions

1. Honor religious differences between Unitarian Universalists and other religions, particularly theologically conservative, economically liberal congregations. UUs need to honor Christian norms of prayer and hymns while taking our turn to provide invocations, closings, interfaith prayers or meditations or offering suggestions for alternatives.

2. Commit for the long haul; systemic change takes time. Issues cannot be won until relationships are created and power is amassed, and it takes a while to build relationships. This way of operating is different from that of typical social action projects that have a beginning and an end—and that commonly have a far smaller impact.

3. Gain experience in organizing around issues of race and class. Congregations meet this challenge by educating themselves before they join, often inviting speakers from coalition groups to help orient them. Many congregations have members who work on these issues as well.

4. Deal with the UU propensity toward individualism. Historically, UUs value dissent and don’t like to sacrifice individual liberty to be part of a group process. This can lead to a dilemma when the coalition takes a stance that may be contrary to the views of some congregational members.

5. Manage growing demands for time and energy. Coalitions demand a time commitment from both clergy and congregational members. Congregants may question if coalition work is a higher priority than other congregational matters. It’s important that members know that that there are other ways they can contribute to their spiritual communities and work for social change. Recruitment needs to be continuous to make it possible to maintain a healthy rotation.

6. Handle growing financial priorities. While some congregations report initial difficulty in gaining board approval to contribute financially to coalition work, later they reported it actually helped their congregations. The congregation developed a stronger sense of accountability - they had to demonstrate to the board how the congregation was contributing to and benefiting from their involvement.

7. Address tensions between middle- and low-income communities and between white and people of color communities. Broadly speaking, members of different class and racial groups have to confront fears, stereotypes, and misconceptions they have about each other. Working together to achieve shared goals is an excellent antidote for these tensions. As people get to know one another individually, they discover their shared humanity and values. Coalitions empower historically marginalized groups and create opportunities for those groups with more institutional privilege to act as good allies.

8. Determine the different orientation of urban and suburban congregations. Suburban congregations often feel unconnected to the city. Each congregation needs to determine its self-interest and how it is linked with the self-interests of city dwellers in many ways. Coalition work on the regional level, state and national level also identifies common interests.
Congregation-Based Community Organizing

Congregation-Based Community Organizing is a model of social activism that seeks to establish grassroots organizations for purposes of increasing social integration and power in civil society and for making civic, regional, and state-wide changes for social improvement.

Congregation-Based Community Organizations (CBCOs) are:

- Interfaith
- Economically Diverse
- Multi-Ethnic
- Multi-Racial

CBCOs build relationships that bring faith communities, labor unions, schools, and other groups and organizations together to leverage their power with local and state governments and with corporations. Their goals are to make civic, regional and state-wide, and national changes for social improvement.

CBCO achievements include successful living wage campaigns, the creation of affordable housing, increased funding for education, the adoption of environmental green building standards, criminal justice reform, and the creation of jobs and job training programs. These accomplishments are often of scale—from $100 million in Massachusetts state funds for affordable housing won by the Greater Boston Interfaith Organization to $25 million for school construction bonds in California by the PICO Network. CBCOs are not "single-issue" organizations. They do not break up following achieving an objective. Rather, other "actions" are planned.

At last count, 128 UU congregations are members of CBCOs—10% of our UU congregations. These CBCOs are supported by five "networks" which provide training leaders and organizers, support, and consultation to organizers who do the day-to-day work of organizing and provide organizers to the local CBCOs. In the United States there are approximately 160 local CBCOs, with more than 4,000 member institutions.

The UUA provides resources and support for congregations interested in or engaged in congregation-based community organizing online at www.uua.org/cbco. You can:

- Download the guide Congregation-Based Community Organizing: A Social Justice Approach to Revitalizing Congregational Life
- Subscribe to CBCO News, a newsletter that goes out three times a year
- Join an email list for members and ministers of UU congregations participating in or interested in CBCOs
- Find even more resources and information at www.uua.org/cbco or by emailing socialjustice@uua.org

Other examples of partnerships and coalitions include:

- Groups within your congregation (including but not limited to the Youth Group, RE parents, Campus Ministry group, Women’s group)
- Interfaith Organizations and other religious groups in your community
- Other Unitarian Universalist congregations in your area
- National Organizations such as Interfaith Worker Justice & ACORN
- Secular Community Organizations
- Local government or city council
- Schools or Universities
Guidelines for Legislative Advocacy

Often the first question congregational leaders have about engaging in advocacy is what is legally allowed and what will threaten the congregation’s tax exempt status.

**IRS Guidelines and Congregations: The Three Rules**

1. No Limits on Advocacy and Education (activities that raise awareness on a given issue but don’t encourage the public to support/oppose specific legislation).

2. Narrow Limit on Lobbying (advocating for or against specific pieces of legislation).

3. Total Limit on Partisan Politics (anything that advocates for or against candidates or parties).

**What you need to know about the restrictions on lobbying:**
According to the IRS, lobbying must be an "unsubstantial" portion of an organization's activities. The IRS has not defined what this means exactly, but it’s generally agreed that up to 5% is fine. However, that’s 5% of the total activities of the organization, including money for the building and staff salaries, all staff and volunteer hours, etc. As such, it is highly, highly unlikely that any congregation would come anywhere near the “substantial” threshold.

**FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**


*The Alliance for Justice*
11 Dupont Circle, N.W. Suite 200
Washington DC 20036
Phone: 202-822-6070
Email: alliance@afj.org
Web: www.afj.org


Contact UU Statewide Advocacy Networks at http://uustatenetworks.org
Effective Advocacy Starts with Selecting Priorities: Who has the power to make the change being advocated? If it’s a group of people, such as a school board or city council, who are the ones the congregation is most likely to influence? That person or people are your advocacy priorities.

The Approach Should Build a Relationship: The struggle for justice is long, and one of the keys to being successful in the long-term is building relationships—not just with fellow justice seekers, but also with those in power. Advocacy is an opportunity for relationship-building with the people and groups that have been identified as advocacy priorities: elected officials, their staff, etc. Therefore, your strategy and messages should be crafted in a way that positions the congregation as credible, powerful, and helpful. If the message comes across as strident or intimidating, it could very well hurt the cause.

Do Your Homework: The more that is known about an advocacy priority, the better the approach and message will be. This step can be as short as simply checking an official’s website or as long as researching voting records, floor statements, legislation introduced, business connections, etc. At minimum you should probably find out:

- Their history and background (school, previous career, interests, etc)
- What committees they serve on
- Major legislation they’ve introduced or supported
- Past votes on relevant issues

Customize Messages: Tailor the messages to advocacy priorities. Think about what criteria they will be using to evaluate your request, and make your argument with that same criteria. For example, if their primary concerns are budget and finance, they may be less likely to be persuaded by a human rights argument. Use facts and figures instead. In general:

- Tell compelling stories. Stories stick in people's minds longer than random facts or arguments.
- Take advantage of expertise you have in the field. Speak from personal experience and connection to the issue.
- Support your points with factual evidence. Obtain or create fact sheets and other relevant resources to leave with the office.

Be Effective Messengers: In addition to having messages that are tailored to the official’s interests, in some cases it may be desirable to find individuals particularly suited to carrying the message.

- Individuals with a personal relationship to the official or staff person
- Individual representing organizations that have an existing relationship with the official or staff person
- Individuals who have some professional or personal attribute that the official may be particularly inclined to hear
- Experts in the field (academics, professionals, etc)
- Victims and other people impacted by the policy or lack of a policy
Organize a Group Lobby Visit: Organizing a group lobby visit is a highly efficient advocacy tactic. In addition to increasing the likelihood of meeting with the elected official, it allows the congregation to present more content in a more personal setting than other indirect methods. Also, the process of lobbying together builds relationships and purpose among activists.

If the congregation or social justice committee is part of a coalition, plan on group visits that include representatives from different types of organizations (business, education, labor, religious, etc). Or, plan a group visit with a specific group of people, such as those who would benefit from a policy change.

Tips Include:

- Decide on who will lobby and identify some possible dates.
- Identify one person or group—ideally one who already has a good relationship with the person or office—to set up the meeting.
- Once the meeting and participants are confirmed, make assignments for what each person will cover. Decide on what written materials you will take and who will prepare them.
- Whoever sets up the meeting should take the lead and “facilitate” the visit: introductions and so forth.

For more information on advocacy and lobbying, visit www.uua.org/action. The UU Statewide Advocacy Networks also have information at http://uustatenetworks.org.
Public Witness and Using the Media

Types of Media

- **Paid**: Advertising.

- **Unearned**: Coverage received without taking any steps to get it. For example, the paper covers the congregation’s lobby day for marriage equality because they just happened to hear about it and decided it was newsworthy on their own.

- **Earned**: Coverage received due to intentionally seeking coverage. For example, the paper covers the congregation’s lobby day for marriage equality because they were invited – a press release was issued, reporters were called.

Earning Media

Successfully earning media requires (1) doing something that is newsworthy and (2) inviting coverage effectively. To meet both of these criteria, understand how the media works and plan accordingly.

1. Determining What is Newsworthy

H. Fred Garcia, the UUA’s expert media consultant, likes to sum up the components of a good news story as “the 5 C’s.” These are the elements that reporters are looking for. The 5 C’s are:

- Conflict
- Contradiction
- Controversy
- Colorful language
- Cast of Characters

When seeking coverage, the question to ask is “What is the hook?” In seeking an answer, try to draw from the 5 Cs. Think of ways to involve these elements. If what’s being planned seems like it is the same people doing the same things that they have always done, with nothing new or different, getting coverage will be difficult. The main exception is if the group has established itself as a credible voice in the community on a particular issue, and has good relationships with the media so they keep coming back to the group whenever the issue comes up.

2. Working with the Media

Working with the media can feel intimidating, and it does require some particular skills and ways of thinking. The good news is that with adequate preparation, planning, and practice, most people and congregations can learn how to be effective. To learn more, see *Sharing the Good News: A Public Relations Manual for Congregations*. This manual starts with tips for congregational organizing. The first chapter is “Forming an Effective Communications Committee,” and then moves on to cover the specifics of media relations, including writing press releases, preparing for interviews, and other pertinent topics. This manual and other media resources including *Speaking to the Media as a Unitarian Universalist* by Peter Montgomery, June 2000, are available through the UUA’s Justice homepage, www.uua.org/justice.
Also see best practices resources offered by *Fenton Communication*, a public interest firm, at [www.fenton.com](http://www.fenton.com). Their guide *Now Hear This* lays out the steps necessary for a successful media campaign, and *This Just In: 10 Lessons From Two Decades of Public Communication* is also very helpful.

3. Developing the Message

Whatever the strategy, tactic, or activity, a campaign should be guided by a clear message.

**Ideally the message says:**

1. Who is the congregation or committee?
2. What is the congregation or committee doing?
3. Why should others join?

- **Identify and segment the audience** to be reached as much as possible. The audience should never be “the public,” but specific groups and sub-groups that are likely to be mobilized or changed by the work.

- **Clearly define the problem and the solution.** Identify the actions /changes that are needed.

- **Frame the message.** What is intended for folks to think and feel when they hear the message? What are the key concepts to be communicated?

- **Develop the Message.** What are the concise words and phrases that will communicate the message effectively? What words will activate the frame (i.e., trigger the concepts) being sought? What popular slogans or concepts can be adapted/subverted for the cause? Include our faith-based values as part of the message.

**Things to keep in mind:**

- Make sure messages are concise, grounded in UU theology, and easy to understand.

- Use big ideas and universal values like fairness, equality, justice, protection, reward-for-work, family, community.

- Tell the truth as we see it--tell it forcefully, straightforwardly, articulately, with moral conviction and without hesitation.

- Have no more than three main message points. For example, on the issue of marriage equality:
  - All families deserve the legal benefits of marriage.
  - Civil marriage is a civil right.
  - Unitarian Universalists stand on the side of love.
III. Social Justice Program Structure in the Congregation
Structuring Social Justice in the Congregation:
Size & Capacity

This section provides information on how to structure the social justice program in a congregation, including--

- Structuring Social Justice Programs in Small Congregations and Fellowships, Mid-Size and Large Congregations
- Models of Effective Social Justice Committees and Councils

Size of Congregation

The Alban Institute categorizes congregations based on the size of their attendance. The Institute uses four categories:

- Family 0-50
- Pastoral 50-150
- Program 150-350
- Corporate 350+

The family congregation has 50 or less people who attend. It is often composed of two or three dominant families. This congregation is run by lay leaders. The leadership style is usually matriarchal or patriarchal. If there is a minister, she or he serves more like a chaplain. Everyone knows everyone else in the group. There is little long range planning. People care for one another in a one-to-one way. Such congregations can be closed to outsiders. Each of these congregations has unique capacities that need to be identified and utilized.

The pastoral congregation has between 50-150 people who attend. In these congregations, the minister is the leader. She or he knows everyone in the congregation. In these congregations, the members expect that the minister will do the caring. When conflicts appear in these congregations, it is often between people vying for the minister’s attention. Such congregations sometimes do planning for the future but there is often no follow through. In working with these congregations, we need to be particularly attentive to aligning ourselves with the minister’s energy and leadership style. When 100 or fewer people attend, one strategy is to choose one or two issues on which to focus the congregation’s social justice program.

The program size congregation has between 150-350 people attending. The difference between the pastoral size and the program size is that the congregation is too large for the minister to know all of the members. Therefore, lay leadership is more important. In these congregations, the minister has more of a managerial role than a pastoral role. Lay leadership is usually stronger in a program congregation than in the family or pastoral size one. Planning and implementation is also more effective. However, members may have more loyalty to a particular program, like music or social justice, than to the congregation as a whole. These are congregations which have great potential for action groups. Hiring community ministers or other social justice staff for these congregations or clusters of these congregations can greatly facilitate their programs.

The corporate size congregation has 350 or more members attending. In these congregations, lay leadership is very strong. The senior minister is more of a symbolic figure or visionary leader. Several people usually serve on the professional leadership
team. All Souls Church, New York, with its 1,300 people involved in 25 action groups and its fund raising of $250,000 just for social justice, is a good example of a corporate size program. If they haven’t already, these congregations need to hire social justice staff to coordinate their programs. See Section III for information about paid social justice staff.

**Percentage of Attendance as a Guideline for Participation in Social Justice Programming**

A survey of congregations with vital social justice programs indicates that 20% of Sunday attendance is a good guideline for how many people should be involved in the congregation’s social justice program. Of course, there are some congregations where a much higher percentage than this is involved.

Functional action groups should have at least 5 members; 10 is preferable.

- That means a congregation with a Sunday attendance of 200 can have 40 people involved in 4 action groups of 10.
- Three hundred attending can have 60 people involved in 6 groups. Five hundred attending can have 100 involved and so on.
- A congregation in New York State which has 350 people attending on Sunday, had only 15 people serving on its social justice committee. According to social justice empowerment metrics, 70 people would be involved in action groups. In fact, 70 people came to the empowerment workshop and they formed 7 new action groups.

Of course in smaller congregations where fewer people attend, there are fewer people to support many action groups. In those situations, we need to use different strategies like picking one or two issues that all the members of the congregation can focus on.

**Age, Race, and Socio-Economic Factors**

The age range of a congregation’s members is an important factor to consider when structuring the social justice program. Consideration should be given to the target age groups to reach and to have more involved. More congregations are developing intergenerational projects. Inclusiveness is another significant factor in a successful social justice program. Consider the various racial and cultural viewpoints and needs in the congregation and local community and how welcoming the congregation is to them. Finally, socio-economic factors must be considered when organizing the social justice program. Plan meeting times around when working people can meet. Find ways of making involvement doable for busy parents. Consider the cost and whether those interested can afford to be involved and whether they have transportation. Include childcare. Are the members of a committee willing and able to contribute $5 each to pay for childcare?
Structuring the Social Justice Program in Small Congregations and Fellowships

The size of a congregation has a lot to do with how to structure a program. There is a difference between structuring a program in a small congregation and a mid-size or large congregation. In a small congregation, the work is usually organized through a social justice committee. In a mid-size or large congregation, the ideal way to work is through task groups and a coordinating committee. In addition, when developing a social justice program in a small church or fellowship, remember to involve the whole congregation in developing the social justice program and pick one or two focus areas. Small groups can’t support a whole network of task groups like a larger congregation can. But hopefully they can pick one or two issues that can receive broad support from the members of the group.

Fellowships and small congregations do not have a large number of people (usually fewer than 150 people) or a sizable budget for their program. But they do have certain strengths on which they can build to do effective social justice ministry. These strengths include:

- A strong feeling of family and community
- A short “chain of command”
- Ease of communication
- Often located in communities where they can provide important leadership

Fellowships and small congregations also have particular challenges as they carry out their social justice programs. These challenges are:

- Often there is no committee, or the existing committee is small
- Since there are so few people on the committee the members can get burned out easily
- Personality clashes in the committee or in the congregation can be particularly harmful
- The congregation’s budget often contains no money for the social justice program
- Members of the congregation may be providing leadership to the social change groups in the community and as a result may not have time for church projects
- Sometimes groups exist in conservative communities where it is difficult to take a stand on a controversial issue
- Often there is no building to provide a community identity

In spite of these obstacles, small congregations have been able to do some significant programming. Following are some examples:

Berrien Unitarian Universalist Fellowship in St. Joseph, MI was the recipient of the UUA 2004 Bennett Award for Congregational Action on Human Justice and Social Action. This small fellowship of 42 adult members co-sponsored with a local radio station a city-wide public forum for criminal justice reform in response to outrage in the community sparked over the death of a young African American man killed in an accident during a police pursuit. “Weighing the Scales of Justice” brought together a wide array of criminal justice officials—from a Circuit Court Judge, two criminal attorneys, the County Sheriff, the Police Chief, an officer of the State Parole Board and others—with leaders and members of the community. The forum was held on the Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday to examine strengths and weaknesses in the justice system. The police and officials were thanked for the good work they do, and much needed
reforms were identified collectively. These included jury recruitment and selection, the judicial electoral process, racial profiling and racial imbalances in sentencing, overly harsh sentencing, setting of high bonds, lack of training for indigent-defense lawyers, issues of venue, and a history of wrongful convictions. The forum provided an opportunity for honest dialogue and accountability for instituting reforms was established.

The fellowship then went on to use their prize money of $500 to support a new voter registration and Get Out The Vote initiative in Benton Harbor, Michigan, a 96% African-American community.

They recruited a community Task Force and together created the Voters Involved in America (VIA) organization for the purpose of increasing the voter participation in a community that had only 37% voter turn-out in 2000 and historically low turnouts in local elections. They applied for and received a grant from the UUA’s Social Responsibility Fund in the amount of $2000. They did further fund-raising, signed a joint-effort agreement with the national ACORN program, Project Vote, and went to work.

Over 1600 new voters were registered. In addition, VIA distributed an educational brochure, produced and hung over one-hundred, 4’ x 2’ red, white and blue signs on utility poles throughout the city of Benton Harbor, and supported and staffed a phone bank which became active the weekend before the election and throughout the day on November 2nd.

Leaders of the fellowship’s Community Outreach and Social Action Committee reported that the work laid the foundation for continued involvement of the Fellowship in Benton Harbor, as well as an increase in citizen involvement in the revitalization of the city. MLK Day 2006, VIA developed a program to build on the newly registered voter base by continuing voter education efforts, increasing voter turnout at local elections, and let Benton Harbor announce to the county, state and country: “We are a Voting Community!” The chair of the committee writes, “We at CO/SA are very proud to be part of a religious community that supports and works for a democracy that encourages total citizen involvement.”

Members attributed their success to their ability to be trusted by people in positions of authority and people in the community. Factors included the Fellowship’s reputation for fairness, for speaking out, for their ongoing service and mentoring projects in the community, and because several members served on boards and in elected positions and were known in government and non-profit and interfaith circles.

Unitarian Universalists are often uniquely poised to help heal divisions, build bridges, and gain institutional reforms that address systemic oppression. Learn about the Bennett Award for Congregational Action on Human Justice and Social Action at www.uua.org/giving/awardsscholarships/bennettaward/index.shtml for more information about this effort.

Allegheny Unitarian Universalist Church, PA with a membership of 85 plus 35 church school enrollment has amplified its voice through its development of a vital interfaith Social Advocacy Program. See www.alleghehnyuu.org/prog/socadv.html. As a member of the Pittsburgh Interfaith Impact Network (PIIN), the congregation joins 32 other multi-racial and economically diverse congregations and organizations in Southwest Pennsylvania. PIIN engages in community organizing and issue advocacy to
address the root causes of problems and bring about systemic change through changes in policies and legislation. The congregation works through the Central Northside Neighborhood Council on issues from neighborhood clean-up to affordable housing, racial justice, and community building events. Members of the congregation also participate in weekly peace vigils with the Thomas Merton Center and hold educational forums on war and non-violence. Other fellowship projects have included Just Harvest—a hunger advocacy group, Habitat for Humanity, Northside Common Ministries—advocacy for the homeless and a food pantry, and the Pleasant Valley Homeless Shelter. The building is in constant use by neighborhood groups. The congregation is currently participating in the Welcoming Congregation program.

While still small, the congregation has had steady growth from a low-point of only a dozen members ten years ago. Members attribute the church’s growth to the success of their community outreach and social advocacy efforts. They hired a minister to do community outreach and social advocacy and eventually hired him to be the parish minister. The social justice program has grown from a small social justice committee to a Social Advocacy Council that adopts projects with board approval. The board president estimates that 80% of the members are involved in at least one aspect of their social justice ministry. Most recently, the congregation is working with other UUs in Pennsylvania to develop a UU Legislative Ministry to work on statewide advocacy issues from a liberal religious perspective. When one calls the fellowship, the recording welcomes the caller to “Allegheny Unitarian Universalist Church, a liberal religious community working for social and economic justice.”

The Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Visalia, CA with just 24 members has a Social and Environmental Justice Committee that coordinates the fellowship’s activities. Because of their small size, the congregation aligns its work with the national Statements of Conscience (SOC) adopted at General Assembly in order to avail themselves of national resources. The work is conducted through networking with other congregations and organizations. Currently, the congregation is engaged in implementing the recently adopted SOC on global warming and participates in the California Interfaith Power & Light coalition that provides resources on renewable energy practices and engages in advocacy for ecological stewardship. Recently, the board chartered a green sanctuary committee to participate in the UUA Green Sanctuary Program.

The fellowship also works with the UU Legislative Ministry of California (UULM of CA) and has hosted a UULM of CA “Cottage Conversation” on same-sex marriage.

The fellowship meets in a Quaker Meeting House on Sunday afternoons and once a month the service is followed by a potluck supper and a committee meeting. An annual retreat is held in August where members review their mission, social justice vision and activities, and assess their capacity in order to stay focused and effective.

The Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of the Eastern Slopes (UUFES) in Tamworth, NH includes in its congregational mission statement, “To act on our Unitarian Universalist principles to improve our community, locally and globally, through social action and outreach.” This rapidly growing congregation of 100 members and a vibrant Sunday School enrollment recently purchased their own building.

The Social Concerns Committee coordinates with the Caring and Sharing Committee to raise funds for local charities and to recruit volunteers for a school-based mentoring
program. Independently, the Social Concerns Committee has involved the congregation in voter turn-out drives, protection of civil liberties campaigns, and a successful effort to stop a state constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriage.

There was such a high turn out when the Committee showed the movie “Wal-Mart: The High Cost of Low Price” that a new economic justice group was created to work with the UUA/UUSC-sponsored interfaith Let Justice Roll Living Wage Campaign and for an increase in the minimum wage. The congregation recruited a theater group to do a play based on Barbara Ehrenreich’s book *Nickel and Dimed*. People attending the play were invited afterwards to participate in a reflection activity.

The congregation also engages in advocacy through the UU statewide advocacy network, NH Faithful Democracy, which has mobilized Unitarian Universalists on marriage equality, opposition to the Patriot Act, water rights, and economic justice issues including successful advocacy in the NH statewide effort to raise the minimum wage.

While some of the work arises spontaneously, the committee had purposely shown the Wal-Mart film and invited American Friends Service Committee and other allies to the meeting with the hopes of increasing their economic justice work. That decision was based on 1) their participation in the state network, 2) their understanding that they would have other UU congregations and interfaith and community partners to organize with and thus have some impact, and 3) that the UUA and UUSC are involved in living wage/minimum wage campaigns and could provide resources.

Generally, the Social Concerns Committee is responsible for determining the focus of the congregation’s social justice work. They work closely with the minister and the board, and participate in annual meetings and retreats to hear members’ concerns. Action task forces are created as needed.

UUFES was featured as a “Breakthrough Congregation” at the 2006 General Assembly.
Social Justice Committee Job Description: Example of A Working Model for Small Congregations

A job description enables the members of a social justice committee to understand the tasks and functions of their group.

Usually in the fall, the committee gathers to start a new year. This is a good time for the committee to write or revise the job description. Writing a job description reminds the long-time members of what they are supposed to accomplish. It also gives new committee members a chance to learn the tasks of the group.

Below are listed some descriptive elements to consider for the Social Justice Committee. These can be adapted for each congregation's needs.

- Minimum number of members
- Terms of office
- Budget amount

Purpose, Tasks, and Goals

Purpose: To inform and educate congregation members and the public in areas of social concern; to find ways and means to rectify social injustices; to sponsor and support groups organized to deal with social problems; and to develop informed leaders to foster a just and peaceful world.

Coordination: Members of the committee will serve as liaisons to the Board of Trustees, the Church Council, the District, and the local Interfaith Coalition for Peace and Justice.

1. Provide opportunities for members and friends of the congregation to participate in social service projects, such as collecting money, donating food and clothing, and supporting senior citizen and youth programs.
2. Conduct educational programs (worship services, seminars, forums) to raise people's consciousness about social issues.
3. Enable members and friends of the congregation to witness about social issues including letters and visits to elected officials, letters to the editor, participating in demonstrations, testifying at public hearings.
4. Encourage members and friends of the congregation to organize to change the system of oppression and injustice.
5. Research and analyze issues in depth. Develop action strategies aimed at achieving significant results.
6. Develop public statements in the name of the committee or, where appropriate, in the name of the congregation.
7. Publicize what it is doing so that people in the church and in the wider community know what is happening and how they can become involved.
8. Use the special talents of church members and local citizens to implement change. (Many of our members have special gifts as problem solvers, organizers, and researchers. Others enjoy doing hands-on work: typing, serving food, or covering overnight shifts at a shelter.)

9. Train people in organizational and social change skills.

10. Ensure that the church building is used to facilitate social change: having special programs housed in the church, opening the church for meetings of community groups, allowing controversial groups a place to meet.

11. Make sure church financial resources are used for moral ends: ethical investing of endowment funds, fundraising for community projects, purchasing supplies from organizations involved in social change, purchasing environmentally safe products, use of church building to support bail bonds, etc.

12. Develop links with and use the resources of denominational social change groups: UUA Office of Multicultural Growth & Witness, UU Service Committee, UU Statewide Advocacy Networks, UU Ministry for Earth, UUs for a Just Economic Community, UU United Nations Office, etc. (see Section VII)

13. Create alliances with community organizations: NAACP, Interfaith Worker Justice, Pride, NOW, Rainbow/PUSH Coalition, and churches and synagogues (ecumenical and interfaith).

14. Develop a budget to allocate the financial resources of the committee. Educate members of the congregation on the use of the financial resources of the church to bring about social change.
Structuring the Social Justice Program in Mid-Size and Large Congregations

Action Groups and Social Justice Councils
Mid-size congregations have between 150 and 550 members. Large congregations have more than 550 members. Mid-size and large congregations that have strong social justice programs carry out their programs through task or action groups. By using action groups, a congregation can have a number of substantial ongoing projects.

Action groups are necessary because it is difficult for a social justice committee to manage several projects at the same time. There isn’t enough time in a monthly meeting to do all the committee business and also develop in depth projects. Typically, there is a pattern where ten people come to the meeting with ten issues. During the meeting, each person tries to persuade the other people to work on their issue. But the group can never achieve a consensus. At the end of the meeting everyone goes home frustrated. At the next meeting, the cycle is repeated.

The best way to start action groups is to identify those issues about which people are deeply concerned, as people will act on issues they feel strongly about. For example, UU congregations are having a lot of success organizing people around women’s issues, environmental issues, and peace issues because these are issues Unitarian Universalists care deeply about. Once the congregation’s passion is identified, other strategic and objective criteria regarding grounding, accountability, fit and opportunity need to be reviewed before a final decision is made. See Section II of this handbook.

Coordinating the Action Groups – Social Justice Council
Once members of a congregation have taken the steps to set up the task groups, then they must develop a way to coordinate these groups and develop an overall program. Often they set up a coordinating group or a council.

Note: “The Rochester Model” of Social Justice Program structure is found in Section IV which emphasizes the congregation-wide participation aspect of the process.

In some situations, the action groups meet together once a month. Such is the case with the UU Community Church in Park Forest, IL. This congregation has groups called Hunger and Homeless Housing, Peace and World Affairs, Women’s Issues, and Ecology. The action groups have a joint meeting the last Sunday of each month at a 9:30 a.m. adult forum. They share the news of their activities and host speakers on other social justice issues. During this meeting, people are also encouraged to write letters to legislators.

Other congregations structure their coordinating so that the action group leaders meet only four or five times a year. For example, First Unitarian Society in Chicago, IL has a Social Justice Council. The Council consists of a regular liaison from each action group, denominational groups, larger community groups, and three at-large representatives. The Council meets at least quarterly and proposes policies and action groups to the Trustees; establishes priorities and goals regarding social justice; and initiates, facilitates, and coordinates activities consistent with its goals.

One of the most effective ways of coordinating the action groups comes to us from the Allen Avenue UU Church in Portland, ME. One evening a month, all the groups are brought together. For the first twenty minutes, everyone meets to discuss an issue like funding, recruiting, or developing publicity. They take only one issue a month to
discuss. Then the action groups go to separate meeting rooms for an hour and a half to work on their social justice issues. At the end of the meeting, the action group members come back together to share with the other people what they talked about and ways that others can help them with their projects. The advantages of this model are that all the members of the action groups meet together instead of just the leaders; participants still get to focus on their projects because they break into separate groups; members of action groups have a face-to-face opportunity to stay informed about what other groups are doing.

In 2003, Allen Avenue UU received the UUA Bennett Award for Congregational Action on Human Justice and Social Action for their outstanding social justice program. They are a certified Green Sanctuary and Welcoming Congregation. Other elements of their social justice program include church-wide participation and intergenerational involvement, connections between service and advocacy efforts, and interfaith cooperation with the Maine Council of Churches and Maine Interfaith Power and Light. The Social Action Committee organized broad congregational participation in public witness to prevent and end war with Iraq. Congregation members attended the Many and One Rally in Lewiston where a hate group had targeted the Somali community. The Allen Ave. congregation also has an outstanding partnership with the Sudanese community in which they have been good allies and helped build schools for children in refugee camps in Uganda. The Social Action Committee has focused on "making social action part of the programming in worship services, religious education, adult enrichment programs, forums and publications." Allen Ave UU Church also received the Northeast District annual award for social justice in 2003.

The UU Congregation of Columbia, MD held a Social Justice Empowerment Workshop in 2005 to help them restructure and focus their social justice program. At the workshop, they generated a huge brainstorm list of new projects which they consolidated into four major committees: environmental, community impact, social justice, and welcoming congregation. They also reorganized and expanded the Social Action Council to play more of a coordinating and management role and to be more efficient.

They presented the plan of an expanded Council and revamped how it manages projects to the administrative team for approval. Then they held another workshop with the congregation and presented the new structure which was adopted by congregational vote.

The Council has 9 members and meets monthly with liaisons and members-at-large. The four Committees have a chair, a vice chair (who will be the incoming chair), council liaison (sometimes the chair, sometimes another person), and a secretary, and meet 4 times a year.

Projects must be approved by the Social Justice Council. There must be a designated project leader and at least two other members.

A Project Development Form asks for:

- A description of the project
- How it connects to UU values and the congregation’s mission
- Project goal
- Expected length/time frame
- Budget
- Accountability
No project will be excluded if it has enough people, but the Council will give first priority for money and leadership training to those projects that demonstrate the greatest 'fit' with the congregation. The congregation has revised its by-laws to reflect these changes and the Leadership Council has proposed that all the congregation's Councils adopt this model.

A water conservation and water rights Environmental Project developed out of the empowerment workshop.

Community Impact is the new umbrella for community organizing work already going on through a new Congregation-Based Community Organization (CBCO) start-up organization with the Industrial Areas Foundation and for a pre-school for the community.

Social Justice is the new umbrella for the Unitarian Universalists for Social Justice (a metro-DC area UU social justice group)

First Unitarian Church of Portland, Oregon, one of the largest UU congregations with over 1,100 members and over 500 in the children’s religious education program, uses the Social Justice Council model quite effectively. The congregation's mission is: “To create a welcoming community of diverse individuals; to promote love, reason, and freedom in religion; to foster lifelong spiritual growth; and to act for social justice.”

The Social Justice Council has a mission statement, a belief and policy framework, goals, responsibilities, and membership designation that support the congregational mission and vision.

The mission of the Social Justice Program is: “To coordinate and support the congregation’s effort to advocate, educate, organize, serve and witness for social action; to establish First Unitarian Church as a beacon of hope and social justice to our community.”

The congregation has several ongoing Action Groups that include: Economic Justice, Ministry for Earth, Beloved Community, Global AIDS Awareness, UU Service Committee Projects, Peace Action, and an interfaith coalition core group.

The congregation is widely known in the Pacific Northwest region for its stands and actions to end the war in Iraq, to support same-sex marriage, to support fair trade, and to promote sustainable living. First Unitarian was one of the first Green Sanctuary congregations and is a Welcoming Congregation.

Unitarian Universalist Community Church of Santa Monica, CA coordinates its social action efforts through its Faith in Action Commission. Its mission is to empower the congregation to choose social justice issues for study and action, and to integrate these activities fully into the overall life of the congregation in a way that is rooted in the moral and ethical values of UU faith as expressed in the congregational Vision Statement and the Principles and Purposes of the Unitarian Universalist Association. Action is based on careful research, analysis and thoughtful study embracing service, education, witness and advocacy issues through a range of activities including task forces, community organizing, study groups, alliance building, committees and ad hoc groups as needed.
Up to 3 broad and inclusive Faith in Action Focus Issues are chosen to be the primary emphasis of the congregation's social action efforts on a yearly cycle. These issues are to be chosen in a spirit of reflection on the moral and ethical values of UU faith.

An annual congregational meeting is held in order to determine the focus issue or issues. The meeting is facilitated and organized by the Faith in Action Commission (with the help of staff, where appropriate). At this meeting, congregants democratically vote on the issues. This meeting may be considered a "Town Hall Meeting" and does not require the 1/6th majority membership presence that is required as a quorum for a formal congregational vote.

If more than one issue is chosen, an action group is formed around each issue to study and undertake action on that issue and recruit congregational participation.

If only one issue is chosen, a follow-up meeting may be held to determine whether to form one or more action groups focused on the same issue.

Issue-oriented task groups established by this process may be called Task Forces, Committees, or Study Groups, depending upon the nature of the issue(s) and the preferences of the participants.

Action groups currently include Economic Justice Initiative, Hunger Initiative, Peace and Civil Liberties Committee, and a Women’s Alliance. The congregation has liaisons with the UU Legislative Ministry of CA, the UU Service Committee, and the UU United Nations Office.

The congregation is active in several campaigns including living wage, support for same-sex marriage, and efforts to oppose the Patriot Act. Faith in Action contributes financial aid and volunteers to a local food bank and homeless shelter.

The UU Community Church of Santa Monica is a Welcoming Congregation and a designated Peace Site (part of the World Citizen Peace Sites program).

There is no “best way” to coordinate task groups. Each congregation needs to experiment to see what works best for it.
Examples of Social Justice Councils for Mid- to Large Size Congregations

Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of the Emerald Coast (UUFEC)
Charter for the Social Justice Advisory Council (SJAC)

I. **Purpose**

The purpose of the Social Justice Advisory Council (SJAC) is to facilitate social action programs that engage the UUFEC congregation and our community in a vigorous, thoughtful and respectful dialogue on how we can use UU Principles in our daily lives, to provide members with meaningful opportunities for taking action on these Principles, and to promote the process of maintaining a congregation of informed and engaged citizens. The SJAC functions as a subordinate arm of the UUFEC Board to establish a formal social action oversight and administrative steering mechanism for all current and proposed UUFEC Social Justice activities.

II. **UU Principles**

The following are the Unitarian Universalist Principles that guide our social action activities and provides a basis for oversight by the UUFEC SJAC. We covenant to affirm and promote:

a. The inherent worth and dignity of every person;
b. Justice, equity and compassion in human relations;
c. Acceptance of one another and encouragement to spiritual growth in our congregations;
d. A free and responsible search for truth and meaning;
e. The right of conscience and the use of the democratic process within our congregations and in society at large;
f. The goal of world community with peace, liberty, and justice for all;
g. Respect for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are a part.

Grateful for the religious pluralism that enriches and ennobles our faith, we are inspired to deepen our understanding and expand our vision. As free congregations we enter into this covenant, promising to one another our mutual trust and support. (UUA Bylaws)

III. **Implementation**

The Social Justice Advisory Council (SJAC) affirms and supports UUFEC’s commitment to social justice and action by providing a recognized structure to support congregationally-approved hands-on Social Justice Projects, affiliated Social Justice Task Groups, recognized Special Interest Groups and educational Social Justice Forums. The SJAC is the organizational focal point for all Social Justice related proposals initiated from within the membership of the UUFEC congregation. The SJAC will serve as a resource to provide advice to each group bringing forth Social Justice proposals, offering administrative guidance and recommendation of the organizational model which best fits the group’s proposal. All requested support for social justice activities is at the discretion of the UUFEC Board and must be congregationally approved in the case of hands-on Social Justice Projects.
a. Social Justice Projects
The Social Justice Advisory Council (SJAC) hears proposals for congregationally-approved Social Justice Projects which are projects initiated within the UUFEC membership and designed to have broad congregational support. Congregationally approved Social Justice Projects should include hands-on components to actively engage UUFEC members in meaningful direct experiences and actions, bringing the talents and skills of the UUFEC fellowship in social service in our community. It is envisioned that at any one time only one or two of these major projects will be active so as to focus the attention of the fellowship on the success of these projects. Proposals will be reviewed by the SJAC for conformance to UU Principles. Each proposal will be presented to the UUFEC Board for consideration along with a recommendation from the SJAC. Upon UUFEC Board approval, a Social Justice Project shall be brought to the general congregation for a vote of approval requiring a majority for adoption. Funding oversight for approved UUFEC hands-on Social Justice Projects is the responsibility of the UUFEC Board. Adoption and implementation of Hands-On Social Justice Projects are the responsibility of the congregation as a whole. The SJAC is responsible for project oversight. Hands-on Social Justice Projects shall be publicly visible as a commitment of the UUFEC membership.

b. Social Justice Task Groups
Social Justice Task Groups are ongoing groups constituted for a specific social justice service and/or social action. Proposals for Social Justice Task Groups are made to the Social Justice Advisory Council (SJAC) which may take the proposal to the UUFEC board with a recommendation attached. Task Groups approved by the UUFEC board become formally affiliated with UUFEC. The SJAC will provide oversight for affiliated Social Justice Task Group activities and will assist Task Groups in presenting regular activity reports to the UUFEC Board and to the Fellowship.

c. Special Interest Groups
The Social Justice Advisory Council (SJAC) may recognize Special Interest Groups as Social Justice Interest Groups of UUFEC members. Recognized Special Interest Groups may involve controversial topics, issues, or positions that do not meet the conditions established for congregationally-approved Hands-On Social Justice Projects or affiliated Social Justice Task Groups. It is possible that two recognized Special Interest Groups might exist which support social action on opposite issue positions. Activities of recognized Social Justice Interest Groups will be reviewed by the SJAC for conformance to UU Principles. Recognition entitles the group to request use of facilities and other logistical support but does not include use of the UUFEC name without the permission of the UUFEC Board.

d. Social Justice Forums
The Social Justice Advisory Council (SJAC) hears proposals from UUFEC members for Social Justice Forums to provide UUFEC members and our community with education and awareness of specific social issues. Social Justice Forums shall be approved by the SJAC and sponsored by the UUFEC. Event proposals will be reviewed by the SJAC for conformance to UU Principles. Requests for funding for Social Justice Forums shall be taken to the UUFEC Board for consideration. The SJAC may provide advisory support for planning Social Justice Forum Events, but the administration of the forum activity itself is the responsibility of the proposing group and an implementing plan must be included in the proposal.
All Projects, Events, and Groups are Initiated by the UUFEC Congregation members through proposals to the UUFEC Social Justice Advisory Council (SJAC).

Structure for the UUFEC Social Justice Advisory Council (SJAC):

- Special Interest Groups
  - Task Group A
  - Task Group B
  - Task Group C
  - UUFEC affiliated

- Social Justice Task Groups

- Social Justice Forums
  - Educational Events
  - Social Issue Awareness
  - Discussion Forums

- Project A
  - Congregationally approved
  - Hands-on

- DECEMBER

- All Projects, Events, and Groups are Initiated by the UUFEC Congregation members through proposals to the UUFEC Social Justice Advisory Council (SJAC).
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Unitarian Universalist Church of Asheville (NC) Social Justice Council

Purpose/Responsibilities:

- Poll the congregation to identify issues of concern. Use the information to influence direction of current issue teams, authorize the formation of new issue teams, and/or retire existing issue teams as required.

- Coordinate the work of the issue teams providing advice, assistance and oversight as required. Prepare annual overall evaluation of congregation’s social justice work for annual report. Ensure social justice projects involve broad range of church community (age, abilities, etc). Measure proposed projects against guidelines for fit, grounding, accountability, and opportunity as well as breadth of activities (service, witnessing, advocacy, community organizing, and education).

- Supervise the social justice budget allocation, financial records and allocation of funds. Propose fund-raising activities to support social justice projects. Develop proposed budget for subsequent year.

- Create opportunities for social justice leadership development and training.

- Identify and draft proposed church-wide policies dealing with social justice matters.

- Communicate the social justice work of the congregation as broadly as possible both within and outside the church.

- Assist issue teams in recruiting volunteers. Identify and understand special talents of church members.

- Identify and link with resources of denominational social change groups.

- Create alliances with community organizations and interfaith groups.

Members of the Council:

- Council Chair(s)
- Finance Advisor
- Intergenerational Advisor
- Communications Advisor
- Recruiting Advisor
- Leader(s) of Issue Team(s)
- Minister (ex officio)

Meeting Frequency:

- The Social Justice Council will meet ______________
- The Board liaison will be welcome to attend but is not required to do so
UUCA Issue Teams

Purpose/Responsibilities:

- Conduct issues-related education forums/events for the congregation.
- Identify and define needs and interests to be addressed based on congregational input. Create opportunities for individual and congregational commitments.
- Identify projects with concrete, achievable goals. Define problems to be addressed in clear and concise terms with detailed action plan, activities to include the broadest possible range of members (age, abilities, etc), and request for necessary funding. Consider guidelines for fit, grounding, accountability, and opportunity and include activities for service, witnessing, advocacy, community organizing, and education whenever possible.
- Gain approval of projects from Social Justice Council.
- Identify action items and collaborate with community partners necessary to achieve goals.
- Coordinate projects including recruiting volunteers, overseeing action items and time-line (if applicable), evaluating results, and celebrating successes.
Social Justice Planning Group: First Church Unitarian, Littleton, MA

Purpose
In our Mission Statement, our congregation dedicates itself to “working for a just, peaceable, and sustainable world.” To be effective in this mission, we must encourage initiative by individuals, enlist the energy of small groups, and win the support of the entire congregation. This proposal is intended to nourish lay leadership, enhance communication, insure continuity and accountability, and increase congregational involvement.

Proposal
We propose that, for a trial period of two years, FCU’s justice and service work be organized through several Social Justice Task Forces endorsed by annual congregational vote and coordinated by a Council on Social Justice (CSJ).

Beginning each spring, any individual or group could propose a Task Force by obtaining signatures from five FCU members willing to work on that Task Force and five more additional members who support the issue but may not have time to work on it. These signatures would be submitted to the CSJ with an application form describing goals, activities, and projected budgetary needs of the proposed project.

In the early fall, the Standing Committee would call a warranted meeting of the congregation to select the social responsibility agenda for the year from the proposals presented. To permit review by the congregation, Task Force proposals would be accepted up to two weeks before this meeting. From among these proposals, the congregation would decide which Task Forces to endorse.

After endorsement by the congregation, Task Forces would be given bulletin board space, priority funding from the CSJ budget, and the right to use the name “First Church Unitarian Task Force” in their public communication. They would also have the right to raise funds (beyond those allocated them from the CSJ budget) within guidelines provided by the Finance Committee. Any group not selected as a Task Force could operate as an ad hoc group and could reapply for Task Force status the following year. An ad hoc group could be organized at any time. A Task Force would be endorsed for only one year at a time. If the Task Force wished to continue another year, it would write a proposal for continuation and seek signatures for renewed endorsement the following fall.

Throughout the year, the CSJ would support, coordinate, and oversee the Task Forces and would assist them in keeping the congregation informed of their work. Subject to oversight by the Standing Committee, the CSJ would be responsible for allocation of FCU social justice funds and for seeking UUA and other available social justice grants. Both Task Forces and ad hoc groups would be eligible for funding, with Task Forces receiving priority. Task Forces would report regularly to the CSJ and could request additional support from the Standing Committee, Deacons, other committees, and the congregation.

CSJ membership would consist of one representative from each Task Force and three additional members appointed by the Standing Committee. The CSJ would select its chair subject to confirmation by the Standing Committee. All CSJ meetings would be open to any member of the congregation.

Detailed implementation of this proposal would be the responsibility of the Standing Committee, and the congregation could revise it at any time at a warranted meeting.
First Unitarian Church Portland, Oregon Social Justice Council

The Council has adopted a mission, policy framework, goals, responsibilities, and membership/organizational structure. Action groups are approved by the Council and report to it.

Mission of the Social Justice Council

- To fulfill the Church's mission to act for social justice by empowering individual members and the congregation as a whole

Basic Belief and Policy Framework

- Our work will be most effective if it concentrates on systemic change, but also includes charity for those in need
- Our work will of necessity bring us into conflict with those who resist change, either because of their fear of change or because the present conditions serve their interests
- Where conflict results from our press for systemic change, we will pursue our agenda vigorously and relentlessly, but with good humor, with fairness, with open minds, and with compassionate hearts
- We will see "victory" as progress on the road to greater social justice and never as a vanquishing of an enemy
- We will work for social justice, not because it makes us feel good to "do good," but because our work to serve others is central to our own Awakening as spiritual beings
- We will always be mindful of the spiritual basis for our work and not allow our work to become merely partisan political efforts
- We are permanently committed to continuous social justice reform and recognize no permanent allies nor permanent adversaries among other religious groups or political parties
- We welcome all progressive social justice work by other groups of all kinds; we will join with them in common cause whenever that joining adds strength to the effort
- We agree that in our work together, we will:
  - Count all voices equally
  - Listen to hear
  - Leave baggage at the door
  - Take no cheap shots
  - Look for the Light in one another

Goals

- Provide information to members and attendees of the First Unitarian congregation and other UU congregations about social justice work underway at the Church
- Encourage and facilitate the formation and successful work of Action Groups which subscribe to the principles of the Church and the Social Justice Council
- Encourage and facilitate both forums for learning about social justice issues and practical action to bring about systemic change
First Unitarian Church
Social Justice Council

Responsibilities of the Social Justice Council

- Review proposed new Social Justice Action Groups to determine whether and how they fit the criteria established by the Church and the Council
- Monitor the activities of the Action Groups and other social justice groups to provide assistance where needed or counseling where actual or proposed actions are outside the criteria established by the Social Justice Council
- Develop and assure the implementation of efficient processes for accomplishing social justice work so that a minimum of time and energy is spent dealing with process and a maximum on actual social justice work
- Approve budgets and exercise budgetary control of the Social Justice Council itself and of all related Action Groups
- Ensure that no Social Justice action by the Council or any Action Group is in violation of the rules under which the Church is a tax exempt body
- Review and approve major Social Justice initiatives proposed to be conducted in the name of the Church or of the Social Justice Council
- Actively pursue connections with other groups in the community which are working for social justice
- Prepare, and update at least annually, a strategic plan for Social Justice initiatives that look three to five years into the future
- Assure continuity from year to year for all social justice initiatives, with protocols for change over of Council members and Action Group chairs

Membership of the Social Justice Council

- Chair
- Vice Chair
- Social Justice Director
- Secretary
- Treasurer
- Action Group Chairs or representatives
- At-Large Members
  - Youth Group
  - United Nations Delegate
  - Unitarian Universalist Service Committee
- Ex Officio: Board of Trustees Vice Moderator
Social Justice Action Groups

Economic Justice
- Educates congregation on economic issues
- Promotes fair and just economic policies and practices.
- Creates educational resources for other Unitarian Universalists and our allies.
- Organizes lectures and forums by leading economic activists/authors

For more information, please contact:
Corey Cliffe, 503-238-7683

Beloved Community
- Fosters the spirit of understanding and respect for racial and cultural diversity.
- Offers classes, film series and workshops to congregation in order to stimulate conversation, insight and personal transformation.
- Creating an anti-racism curriculum which will be piloted in the Spring of 2004

For more information, please contact:
Frank Nelson, nelson9119@earthlink.net

Seventh Principle
- Seeks to promote respect for the interdependent web of all existence, of which we are a part.
- Provides concrete ways to be more ecologically responsible, including ways to live more simply and to reduce global warming and junk mail.
- Helps church maintain its Green Sanctuary status.
- Provides classes, lectures and other special events to highlight ecological issues.

For more information, please contact:
Barbara Ford, 503-621-9587

Metropolitan Alliance for the Common Good (MACG)
- Part of a collaborative effort among churches, schools, synagogues, labor unions and community groups to work for the common good.
- Working to create a greater sense of connectedness between congregants of this church.
- Dedicated to promoting meaningful discussion that analyzes the impact of public trends on our private lives.

For more information, please contact:
Margaret Gribskov, 503-284-9557

UU for Global AIDS Awareness
- Educates congregation on the AIDS epidemic, especially as it relates to African countries.
- Successfully passed an “Action of Immediate Witness” at the 2003 General Assembly, thereby drawing attention and resources to the African AIDS epidemic.
- Organizes lectures and special events to promote AIDS awareness, including World AIDS Day.

For more information, please contact:
Ann Pickar, 503-246-8629
Unitarian Universalist Service Committee (UUSC)
- Highlights the mission of UUSC by celebrating Annual UUSC Sunday.
- Sells Equal Exchange coffee, tea and chocolate to promote fair trade and to raise funds for UUSC.
- Raises money for UUSC by selling holiday cards.
- Provides information on UUSC Youth Camps and other UUSC projects.

For more information, please contact:
Madeleine Lefebvre, 503-247-7503

Peace Action
- Organizes ways in which our congregation can act for peace.
- Provides celebrations and rituals by which to express our sorrows and joys related to the U.S. Occupation of Iraq.
- Orchestrating a Voter Registration/Education/Mobilization Campaign.
- Circulates information and gathers signatures for peace-related political advocacy.
- Connects our congregation with other community groups working for peace.

For more information, please contact:
Shirley Geiger, 503-235-6189

Social Justice Council
- Oversees the administration and operation of the Social Justice Program.
- Coordinates the annual Alternative Gift Market.
- Takes public stands on social justice issues.
- Nurture the growth of new groups.
- Sponsors special events related to social justice.
- Meets monthly to coordinate the social justice activities of this church.

For more information, please contact:
Teresa Schader, 503-636-7488

Recent Special Events
- The church hosted a community-wide Town Hall Meeting on Free Trade. Attendance: 300 plus 5 elected officials.
- Our educational video on Free Trade debuted at General Assembly and is now in use throughout the country in churches, classrooms, union halls.

Mission of the Social Justice Program:
- To coordinate and support the congregation’s effort to advocate, educate, organize, serve and witness for social action; to establish First Unitarian Church as a beacon of hope and social justice in our community.
Guidelines for Effective Councils, Committees and Action Groups

To create an effective social justice program, structures are needed to carry out the program. As noted earlier, smaller congregations will work through a social justice committee. Larger congregations will have action groups and a social justice-coordinating group. Whether the group is a committee, a task force, or a coordinating group, it is important to have designated leaders, a job description, liaisons who link them to other groups, a calendar for carrying out tasks, outside group networking, volunteer training, and an evaluation process.

Committee Job Description – The social justice council, committee, and action group should have a job description which includes size, terms of office, leadership, budget, liaisons, and responsibilities.

Committee Leadership – Leadership of the committee might include:
   a) Chair: Runs the meetings and coordinates the program
   b) Vice-Chair: Serves if the chair is absent, and rotates into the chair in the following year
   c) Secretary: Keeps minutes and committee records; sends out notes of the meetings
   d) Treasurer: Supervises the budget and keeps financial records
   e) Outreach Coordinator: Handles publicity, communications, and outreach

Committee Liaisons – The committee can have liaisons who link the committee to other church groups or community organizations, including:
   a) Board or church council
   b) Other churches, ecumenical, or interfaith groups
   c) Unitarian Universalist groups such as the UUA’s Office of Multicultural Growth & Witness, UU Service Committee, or the UU United Nation Office
   d) Other community organizations

Committee Calendar – Certain tasks need to be done at certain times of the year. It may be helpful to create a schedule to ensure that these tasks will be carried out.

Fall
   ✓ Review job descriptions
   ✓ Determine liaisons to church board and committees, community groups, and interfaith organizations
   ✓ Set meeting schedule for the year
   ✓ Plan fund raising activities
   ✓ Determine what will be done about announcements in the Sunday Service

Winter
   ✓ Plan the budget for the committee and action groups so that it will be part of the congregation’s budget and annual canvass

Spring
   ✓ Recruit new members for the Social Justice Committee and the action groups
   ✓ Elect officers for the coming year
   ✓ Have a special session to evaluate the work of the committee for the past year and set new goals for the coming year
   ✓ Hold an issues forum
Identify Resource People – It helps to identify the people in the congregation who are currently working on social justice issues and the projects they are working on. These people can provide information, facilitate networking, and help locate resources.

One way to do this is to create a committee of people who know the members of your congregation. Include two long-time members and a couple of new members who know some of the newer people. At an evening meeting, have the committee members go through the directory and list beside people’s names the different ways they are involved in the community and support social change groups. This creates a list of people who will support the congregation’s social justice program.

Another method for identifying who is involved in the community is to hang a large piece of newsprint on a large wall. Then, before the worship service, or during the coffee hour, have people write the different ways they are involved in doing social justice work in the community.

Networking With Interfaith Groups And Community Organizations – It also helps to identify the interfaith groups and organizations operating in the community that people can work with. Such groups often have information to share. They may have influence the congregation doesn’t possess.

Forming alliances with such groups can achieve together what the congregation cannot accomplish separately.

Training – Congregation members need many different kinds of skills to be effective social change agents. Such skills include running effective meetings, lobbying, working with the media, and developing community organizations.

The district leadership schools teach valuable group process skills. Contact your district executive for further information. See www.uua.org/directory/districts.

The Unitarian Universalist Association’s Office of Multicultural Growth & Witness provides resources and consultation on how to develop effective social justice programs in local congregations, as well as training in strategic planning, lobbying, and advocacy work. For more information, contact Susan Leslie at (617) 948-6407 or sleslie@uua.org, visit www.uua.org/justice.

The Unitarian Universalist Service Committee (UUSC) can provide information and training on a variety of social justice issues (domestic and foreign). Call (617) 888-6600 for more information or go to www.uusc.org.

PROGRAM EVALUATION – Ongoing evaluation is important.

After completing a major action or project, take some time to evaluate what was accomplished. What went well? What could be done differently next time? Using a process like this helps to affirm the congregation and their achievements. It also reinforces the idea that we are all continually learning how to do social justice work more effectively.

At the end of the year, set aside a time to evaluate what has been accomplished and set new goals for the year to come. This can be done at a Saturday workshop or at a special evening meeting.
Suggestions for an Evaluation Meeting

1. Start the meeting with some social time or a meal.
2. Have a brief worship service to set a positive tone.
3. Consider having the minister or a member of the congregation give a short talk on how social justice work provides an opportunity to express our faith.
4. Engage the participants in a process to determine the strengths of the program and the areas that need to be improved.

   (a) Give each person a 3x5-index card. Ask them to take five minutes to write three things they like about the congregation’s social justice program.

   (b) Have participants break into groups of four or five. Have each group choose a reporter to report back to the larger group. Tell the groups to take eight minutes to reach a consensus on three things they like about the program.

   (c) Bring participants back into the larger group and ask the reporters to give their group’s results.

   (d) Have someone write the items on newsprint as the reporters from each group share their observations with the total group.

   (e) Review the items listed. This is a time to celebrate what the group has accomplished during the previous year. Determine some ways to share this good news with other members of the congregation and the wider community.

5. After each group has shared:

   (a) Ask people to turn over their 3x5 cards (or give them another card). Invite them to take five minutes to write three things they would like to see improved in the congregation’s social justice program.

   (b) Repeat steps (b) through (e) above.

This process should generate lots of suggestions for improvement in the program that can be discussed. Choose a few issues that are clear priorities. Create some small groups to discuss these issues in detail and bring back some recommendations to the whole group.
Social Justice Staff

A new and welcome trend within Unitarian Universalist congregations is to hire paid full or part-time social justice staff.

Some congregations have hired a second co-minister or assistant minister who has social justice in his or her portfolio. Others have hired a community minister or community organizer to serve as a social justice minister or director. One congregation hired a former lobbyist to serve as their social justice director. Another hired a social justice and outreach coordinator.

While hiring paid social justice staff does require a significant commitment (approximately $50,000 for full time staff plus benefits), two congregations or a cluster of congregations could share a social justice coordinator and possibly develop a joint or cluster project.

Sample Social Justice Director Job Description
First Unitarian Church Portland Oregon

Purpose

The Social Justice Director strengthens the involvement of the congregation in social justice ministries that focus on:

1. effecting systemic social change,
2. providing opportunities for social action and direct service work in the broader community, and
3. integrating social justice volunteerism into the spiritual practices of the congregation.

The Director reviews, approves, and oversees the initiatives and actions of Action Groups or members that are conducted in the name of First Unitarian Church or the Social Justice Council.

Key Relationships

The Social Justice Director is a member of the Church Program Staff and reports to the Associate Minister. The Director works cooperatively with the Membership Director and other Program Directors to coordinate the participation of members. The Director attends weekly meetings with ministers, administrative and program staff.

The Director conducts monthly meetings of the Social Justice Council. Ongoing contact and communication with Action Group leaders and members is supported by individual meetings and occasional direct participation in Action Group meetings.

The Director builds relationships with other Social Justice-oriented groups outside the church community, and with other UUA leaders throughout the country.
Principal Duties and Functions

1. Volunteer recruitment
2. Program development
3. Leadership development
4. Providing support for new social justice initiatives and projects at community, city, state, national and global levels
5. Training, support and celebration of social justice volunteers
6. Writing and editing contributed articles and columns for Front Steps (monthly newsletter) and Sunday Bulletin (weekly newsletter)
7. Developing communication vehicles to mobilize members through email, website, bulletin boards, brochures, Sunday social hour tables
8. Budget preparation and reconciliation
9. Quarterly reports to Board of Trustees
10. Grant writing
11. Sermons and public speaking at Social Justice events, within and outside the church
12. Meetings with Social Justice Council, church office, ministers, program staff, individual group leaders and members, and community members working with our church

Qualifications

Education, Training & Experience

- Bachelor of Arts Degree or similar relevant experience
- Professional or volunteer experience coordinating social justice work in an organization
- Experience with community organizing and working with volunteers
- Strategic program management experience preferred

Knowledge, Skills & Abilities

- Knowledge of Unitarian Universalist culture
- Knowledge of Social Justice issues and models of social action
- Strong interpersonal skills, with ability to work well with all types of people, including other community leaders and volunteers
- Excellent written and verbal communications skills, including meeting facilitation, public speaking, and writing articles for publication
- Ability to resolve conflicts
• Knowledge of local, state and national policy-making processes
• Proficiency with commonly used word processing and spread-sheet software

Standards of Performance

Mission & Values

• Supports the Seven Principles of the Unitarian Universalist faith
• Committed to liberal religious orientation
• Committed to collaboration and persuasion

Service Commitment

• Engages and sustains members in the program
• Educates the congregation and broader community about Social Justice issues and the work of the Action Groups and Social Justice Council
• Forms partnerships with other community organizations
• Fosters activities leading to public awareness and legislative initiative
• Brings initiatives to the Unitarian Universalist Association General Assembly and participates in Actions for Immediate Witness and Statements of Conscience as passed by the UUAGA

Team Leadership

• Partners with ministers, program leaders and staff to creatively link social justice with other programs and the entire congregation in service of larger church goals
• Develops the leadership skills of social justice volunteers and helps them to develop, implement, and evaluate yearly plans for action and recruitment of volunteer members

Major Challenges

• Coordinate multiple and simultaneous projects
• Assure compliance with the missions, guidelines, and values of the church and UUA, and compliance with standards associated with the church’s 501(c)3 tax exemption status
• Maintain a structured and organized program in a culture that distrusts hierarchical, authoritative, and bureaucratic systems
NAME OF TASK FORCE:

Definition of Social Problem:

Goals and Objectives:

Possible Strategies:

**PETITION**
*Must be signed by 7 MEMBERS of the church; no one may sign more than one petition*

We believe that the social problem outlined above (or on an additional sheet) should be chosen as one of the priority issues for congregational focus during this church year and I intend to be a member and work on this Task Force.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign Name</th>
<th>Print Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- For publicity to be in the newsletter, send some brief material to John Keevert (jkeev@frontiernet.net) and the church office (office@rochesterunitarian.org) by Thursday, September 13th, 2007.

- All completed petitions must be in church office by **11:00 am Monday, October 1, 2007.**

**VOTING TAKES PLACE AT THE CONGREGATIONAL MEETING ON SUNDAY, OCTOBER 7th. Select a representative to present your application at that meeting.**
UUC Social Justice Program Description

This form is to help the Social Justice Steering Committee and Coordinator to support and assist you in the planning and running of your activities. The more information you can give us, the better we can help your project succeed, and send interested members your way!

Basics:

1. Name of Project or Group:
2. Contact Person:
   - Phone:
   - Email:
3. Please list five people working on this project:

4. Do you have a regular meeting time/place? If so please list:

Project Description and Goals:

5. Describe in brief the project and its goals.

6. How does this project support UUC's end statement? “UUC awakens its members to the personal or spiritual growth they seek, and inspires them to return the gifts of their transformation to UUC and their communities.”

7. What is the project timeline? (Does it have an expected start and end date)?

8. Please describe the next immediate steps you plan to take toward your goals:
Support for the Project:

9. **What if any funding would you anticipate requesting from the UUC Social Justice Program Fund?** This fund supports *operating costs for the projects or groups*, such as: dues/sponsorships for coalitions or events; special project supplies; etc. Funding decisions are made as part of the annual operating budget process of the church, and overseen by the Social Justice Steering Committee/Social Justice Coordinator. Please provide a dollar amount and a brief explanation of the purpose.

10. **What if any funding would you anticipate requesting from the UUC Living Justice Grant Fund?** This fund is for *grants to outside community organizations* to support social justice work. Funding decisions will be made by the Living Justice Grants Committee. Please provide a dollar amount and a brief explanation of the purpose.

11. **Do you anticipate doing any fundraising (via donations) or generating any earned income (by selling products or services)?** If so, please describe the activities, the amount of money you hope to raise, and how you would expect to use the funds. Fundraising efforts undertaken under the church's auspices over$1,000 must be approved by the Fundraising Committee.

12. **Is there any other support that your group might want from the church or the congregation?** This might include non-financial support, such as meeting space, volunteer help for special events, time during worship, etc.

➤ Please return this form to Jennifer Bright, Social Justice Coordinator, at the church office or in electronic form via email at jenniferb@uuchurch.org. Feel free to contact Jennifer with questions!

Office use only: Date received:
First Universalist Church of Denver
Application To Establish A Social Justice Task Force in 2006

Application Deadline: January 15, 2006

Name Of Task Force:

Problem To Be Addressed: (in one-half page or less, state the problem in concrete terms, including relevant statistics and current efforts to resolve the problem)

Goal(s) of the Proposed/Ongoing Task Force: (what are your goals – this should cover goals for the one-year period of the grant and longer term goals, if applicable)

Actions/Activities To Attack The Problem: (what specific actions/activities will you undertake to reach your goal; indicate major milestones during the year)

UU Principles Relevant To This TF: (which of our seven principles drive this work)

Task Force Leaders: (we encourage multiple leaders each with one or more responsibilities for carrying out the actions/activities)

Person responsible for updating the church web site for this task force:

Task Force Workers (5+): (we expect a minimum of five church members to agree to work with the leaders to bring about the task force’s goals)

Annual Budget: (this section requires an estimate of the major expenses expected by major milestone, a total budget request, and the identification of other sources supporting this work)

Meeting Schedule: (dates, time, location of regular meetings)

Brief History of this work at First Universalist (a quick overview of what’s been done in the past; which church members have been involved; what outcomes/changes have been achieved)

Application Date: ________________________________

Application completed by: ________________________________

Phone Number: ________________________________

E-Mail: ________________________________

Submission Instructions. Submit applications to the Social Justice Council by January 15, 2006 via e-mail to Tom Heinemann (theheinemanns@msn.com) or via snail mail to Tom at 7175 Verbena Way, Centennial, CO 80112-1868 or via hand delivery to the church office (either directly to Pat Emery, Office Manager or by placing the application in the Social Justice mail box).
IV. Congregational Decision-Making and Public Witness Positions
Role of the Congregation, the Board of Trustees, and the Minister in Social Justice Ministry

This section examines the role of the congregation and leadership in making decisions about social justice issues.

The Role of the Congregation

There are a number of ways the members of the whole congregation can be involved in making decisions about social justice issues. These include:

- Defining the congregation’s mission in the world and its members’ vision
- Establishing priorities for task forces
- Making commitments to key projects
- Voting on controversial issues
- Providing funds for social justice programs
- Determining policies for socially responsible investing
- Making decisions about General Assembly Resolutions

Defining the congregation’s mission in the world

Writing a mission statement is one way a congregation can develop clarity about its social justice ministry. The process of writing a mission statement enables a group to clarify the purposes for which it exists. This is why the UUA Statement of Principles and Purposes is valuable.

For example, The First Unitarian Church of Oakland, CA involved all of the members of the congregation in writing a mission statement. Neighborhood meetings were set up where people could discuss what they thought the congregation’s mission should be. A statement was drafted and then voted on at a congregational meeting.

Many congregations are also engaging in visioning processes, such as the exercise in Section I., to help them act on their dreams and hopes and not just work on problems.

Establishing priorities for task forces

Several congregations have developed methods to involve all the members of the church in picking issues for task forces to work on. The First Unitarian Church of Rochester, NY involves its members in a three-stage process for picking issues, which goes on for several months. The UU Church in West Brookfield, WI votes on project proposals at their annual meeting. These methods, and others, are described in detail later in this section.

In addition to involving as many members as possible, it’s important to apply criteria that further the congregation’s vision, fit the congregation well, and are accountable to the community. (See Section II of this handbook.)

Making commitments to key projects

From time to time, a congregation may have to decide whether to make a commitment to a major project. This may include using congregational resources to fund a community group, allowing a community program to use space in the congregation’s building, or establishing a non-profit corporation.
In the late 1960’s, All Souls Church in Washington DC involved its members in a two year process to decide whether to form a non-profit housing corporation. A committee was established to research the project. After enough information was collected, a series of hearings were held. Finally, the congregation voted to join with a local community organization and form a non-profit housing corporation to build a multi-million dollar project.

Voting on controversial issues

Congregations also have to take votes on how the church will respond to controversial social issues. In recent years, dozens of our congregations have grappled with whether to support same-sex marriage, oppose the war in Iraq, or join a living wage campaign. Such issues can be contentious. There are suggestions in this handbook on dealing with controversial issues in Section IV.

Providing funds for social justice programs

Typically at its annual meeting, the members of the congregation vote on a proposed budget for the coming year. In this voting process, the members determine the importance of each of the congregation’s programs: religious education, building maintenance, adult programs, music, and social justice. Those concerned that there be a vital social justice program can urge the members of the congregation to make it a priority in the budget.

Determining policies for socially responsible investing

Members of congregations can take steps to ensure that the investment of the congregation’s endowment funds is consistent with their principles. Are there people in the congregation working diligently for peace while the church’s endowment fund is invested in defense spending? Do members of the congregation believe in racial justice while the money is invested in corporations that oppose affirmative action or support brutal dictatorships?

The members of the congregation may want to vote to determine the socially responsible investing policies for the congregation. These decisions are not just the responsibility of the investment committee of the board of the congregation. The way the congregation’s money is invested is an expression of the values of the entire religious community.

One approach to socially responsible investing is to avoid companies that have poor records on particular social issues. Some areas to consider are nuclear power, nuclear weapons, defense spending in general, environmental practices, economic development, labor and community relations, equal employment opportunities, occupational health and safety, infant formula abuse, human rights, alcohol, tobacco products, and gambling.

Another form of socially responsible investing is more affirmative in nature. Such investments are often called “socially positive investments” or “alternative investments.” Here the investor is looking to invest in companies that contribute to a just, healthy, and peaceful society.

Community investing is another alternative that includes investing in community development corporations, minority businesses, low income housing, worker-owned businesses, renewable energy projects, and other socially positive ventures.
One way to insure that the congregation’s funds are invested ethically is to make them part of the Unitarian Universalist Association’s Endowment Fund. Not only does it yield a competitive rate of return but it saves management costs, and congregational participation enhances the whole association’s shareholder advocacy efforts. The UUA is a participant in the Interfaith Center for Corporate Responsibility that coordinates interfaith shareholder activism. To find out more about this possibility, see Socially Responsible Investing at www.uua.org/finance/investment/sri.

**Making decisions about General Assembly Resolutions**

Each year members of UU local societies and delegates to the General Assembly have an opportunity to participate in the UUA Social Witness Process. There are a number of places where congregations can be actively involved in this process including proposing a resolution, voting in the Parish Poll, and using the Study/Action Guides.

Congregational projects that are based on Statements of Conscience (formerly known as General Resolutions) can be funded by the UU Funding Program.

For more information about how the Social Witness process works see the section in this handbook called “Social Concerns and the UUA Social Witness Process” in the Resource Section and find out about the UUA Commission on Social Witness at www.uua.org/uuagovernance/committees/csw.

**The Role of the Board of Trustees**

The Board of Trustees of the congregation also has a role in providing leadership for the congregation’s social justice program.

Since the Board and the ministers have the responsibility for the total life of the congregation, they can work to make sure that social justice concerns are integrated into the overall program. This involves infusing social justice concerns into the education, worship, and community building aspects of the church’s life. It means creating a healthy balance among all of the congregation’s programs.

The Board also provides leadership in ensuring that the congregation is a “moral community” which exemplifies the values its members consider to be important. This includes non-discriminatory hiring practices, socially responsible investing policies for endowment funds, and purchasing church supplies with environmental values in mind.

The Board should make sure that a viable structure—including task forces and a coordinating mechanism—exists for the social justice program.

The Board can also ensure that the social justice program has enough financial resources to carry out its program. This includes adequate funding in the congregation’s budget and the provision for special fund raising events.

**The Role of the Minister**

Ministers have a special role to play in raising a prophetic voice. Ministers represent the congregation in the community and are its public face. As leaders of the congregation, ministers who consider social justice to be part of their ministry have an enormous influence on how much of a role the social justice program will have in the congregation’s life.
Ministers can encourage social justice involvement by

- Preaching sermons on social justice
- Joining interfaith coalitions
- Attending clergy lobby days
- Participating in and/or organizing congregational delegations to visit elected officials
- Leading the congregation in developing an anti-oppressive transformational approach to social justice
- Writing op-eds for local newspapers
A Note on Policy Governance: Board, Staff, and Volunteer Staff

Those congregations that are governed by the Carver Model, or Policy Governance, may view the roles of the Board, staff, and congregation differently from the previous examples.

The Board
Policy Governance is a fundamental redesign of the role of a board, emphasizing values, vision, and the empowerment of both the board and staff. Policy is defined as the value or perspective that underlies action. Board policies are generated by the board itself. The board decides what to have policies about; its policies fit into four categories:

Ends—The board defines which human needs are to be met, for whom, and at what expense. These are written with a long-term perspective and are mission-related policies that embody the board’s visions. Ends focus on outcomes for those involved.

Executive Limitations—The board establishes the boundaries of acceptability within which staff methods and activities can responsibly be left to staff and volunteer staff.

Board-Staff Links—The board clarifies the manner in which it delegates authority and how it evaluates performance relative to ends and limitations.

Governance Process—The board determines its philosophy, accountability, and the specifics of its own job.

Except for what belongs in the by-laws, these categories of board policy contain everything the board has to say about values and perspectives that underlie all organizational decisions, activities, practices, budgets, and goals.

The Role of the Board and Staff, and Volunteer Staff
Having board policies in place ahead of time allows board and staff alike to know whether a staff plan is approvable, since all the criteria by which approval is given are clear for everyone to see. Overall, the board will become more of a “think tank” for vision than a reviewer of staff decisions and activities. It will focus on outcomes; focus on the reasons for which the organization exists: its mission.

Board committees do groundwork preparing the Board for its work. Church committees develop programs and manage congregational activities in coordination with paid staff. Congregants serve as volunteer staff.

The board does not tell staff or volunteers how to do their job, but does need to be assured that staff and volunteer staff plans are true to the applicable board policies which is reassured by policy-focused monitoring and review.

Practitioners of Policy Governance believe this approach undergirds and strengthens shared ministry, that lay leaders and committees thrive with the empowered responsibility Policy Governance makes possible.

[Note: For specific information on the role of social justice staff, see a description in Section III, Social Justice Staff].
Congregation-Wide Projects and Decision-Making

Unitarian Universalist congregations are democratic religious communities. This means that every member has the right to participate in making the important decisions that affect the life of the congregation. For this reason, we have congregational meetings, and we involve people in democratic decision making through our boards and committees.

Democratic decision-making is essential in the social justice program as well. When all the members of the congregation have the opportunity to be involved in picking some of the issues that will be worked on, they have a deeper appreciation of the importance of social justice in the overall life of the religious community. This is also an effective way to draw together members from various parts of the congregation: religious education, worship, and so forth, to select an issue that concerns many members and provides a variety of ways to be involved.

Though there may be several on-going or new social justice action group projects that haven’t been voted on and which may involve only a few congregants, developing one or more congregation-wide social justice projects, with many entry points and ways of being involved, can help make the social justice program a central part of congregational life. In addition, reviewing the social justice history of the congregation can help identify long-term concerns and passions that have united congregants over time (see Section II.)

Below are several models for involving the congregation in democratic decision making about social justice issues. Though some advocate allowing the congregation to originate the issue selected, it is also possible for the Social Justice Committee or Council to select or approve the issue. In addition, the issue may be chosen during the empowerment workshop if attendance is enough to represent the entire congregation (20% or more) or has been empowered to do so.

First Unitarian Church of Rochester, Rochester, NY has used two models for organizing social justice programs in congregations. Here, however, the primary focus is on congregational decision making and has come to be known as “The Rochester Model”. In the late seventies and early eighties the congregation originally used the first model. This is a good design for a congregation that has no task groups in place or wants to create some additional ones. Later, in the 90’s, the second model was used once the social justice program was well established.

Model 1: Each spring, the Social Responsibility Committee (SRC) polls the members of the congregation as to their interest and participation in social action issues. The issues listed for voting include UUA General Assembly statements, program priorities of the UUA, UU Service Committee (UUSC), and important local issues suggested by members of the SRC or other members of the congregation.

The results of the poll are published, and advocates of issues to be presented to the congregation are encouraged to develop the issue by completing A Strategic Planning Process Worksheet for Group Action. These advocates often work through the summer to analyze the issues and develop strategies.

In September, an official meeting is called for the congregation to select the social responsibility agenda for the year from the issues presented. The format of the congregational meeting follows.
Congregational Meeting Format

1. Tables are set up in the meeting room for advocates of the various issues to present their material and talk with interested persons.
2. The meeting is called to order and the whole process explained.
3. Each issue is presented by an advocate who may speak for no longer than five minutes. The focus here is not so much an argumentation on the pros and cons of the issue as to why the congregation should adopt it for study and action. (Note: Grounding, accountability, fit, and opportunity.)
4. There is a brief discussion for clarification.
5. The congregation votes on how many issues it feels it can support for the next church year.
6. The congregation votes (a variety of means are available) to rank order the issues. The leading choices are adopted up to the number of issues established (e.g. if the congregation says it can work on two issues and there are nine presented, the top two in the process of setting priorities are adopted).
7. The advocates of the issues selected or a member of the SRC have a brief organizational meeting to establish a time for the Task Force to meet and select leadership and program.

Note: In the second year of the program, the previously selected issues may be subject to an endorsement vote as to continuation.

The Social Responsibility Committee (SRC) monitors the Task Groups and provides logistic support. Task Forces are provided funding from the SRC budget, given access to the newsletter, Sunday service, and other communication vehicles, and are priorities for the minister through sermons and study groups. They report regularly to the Board and congregation and can ask for Board and congregational action and additional support. The SRC considers and acts on other issues, but these are given lower priority than those selected by the congregation.

Model 2: The method that began being used by the Rochester congregation in 1992 is a modification of the above model. The SRC no longer takes a poll of the congregation. Instead, any individual or group may propose an issue for task group status by circulating a petition to get signatures from five church members willing to work on that task group project, and five more additional people who support the issue but may not have time to act on it. These signatures are submitted to the SRC before the congregational meeting in the fall. Also included is an application form which describes the goals and activities for the project. The group may publicize the issue in a flyer.

A task group is approved for only one year. If, after consultation with the SRC, the group wants to continue in the next year, it goes through the same petition and voting process again in September. Groups that are not selected for task group status may either operate as an ad hoc committee, with reduced status and privileges, or disband. They may try the next year to again become a task group. Task groups that are not renewed are publicly thanked for their work. (See project form on page 62.)

Another method for involving the congregation in picking social justice issues to focus on, comes to us from the Unitarian Universalist Church West in Brookfield WI. Brookfield is a congregation of 430 people. The Rev. Marni Harmony was serving as the minister of the congregation in 1983 when this model was first used.
Three members of the congregation who are active in social justice projects in the community prepare a proposal for the members of the congregation to vote on. The following criteria are used:

1. The project should be an expression of Unitarian Universalist values.
2. The project should be focused on a local issue (or if there were a national group involved, that there be a local project).
3. The project must be one in which people commit not more than twenty hours a year.
4. The project must be something that people can do as a group experience.

All three people present their proposals at the congregation's annual meeting. The members of the congregation vote for one issue. That issue becomes the congregation's project for the year.

In 1983, the one issue they picked involved working with a shelter for homeless people. Church members committed themselves to going to the homeless shelter as a group, once a month. That meant it was a group experience with a limited time commitment.

The process was repeated at the congregation's next annual meeting. In the second year, the members voted to repeat the homeless project.

The Unitarian Society of Germantown is a congregation of 298 located in Philadelphia. The social justice committee wanted to increase participation in the church's social justice program and create some new task groups. They developed the following model.

The minister, two members of the social justice committee, two long-time members of the church, and two recent newcomers met to identify those individuals in the congregation who showed a commitment to social justice issues in their church and community-wide activities.

Using the church directory, they reviewed each congregant's areas of professional and avocational social justice involvement. They tried to think as broadly as possible about the ways people are active. They identified people who taught in an inner city school, served on the Board of Planned Parenthood, contributed generously to the Sierra Club, taught adult seminars on women's issues, participated in the nuclear freeze rally, had special knowledge about black studies, to name some. The activities were written down beside the name of each person. Eighty of the 350 members of the church were identified as being active in social justice in some way.

A potluck supper meeting was arranged for this group of people. A letter was sent to 80 people inviting them to the meeting. The purpose of the meeting – an opportunity to think about possible social justice programming – was stated in the letter. A phone chain was set up, and people received a personal phone call inviting them to the meeting. Fifty people came to the meeting.

Following the potluck supper, a group-process method was used to help the group establish priorities. Attendees voted for three 'top' issues. The group selected three major areas: education for children, pro-choice action, and peace action.
Task groups were set up at the meeting, consisting of those people who were interested in developing these ideas. The other members of the congregation were informed through the newsletter and announcement e-lists about the existence of these new groups and invited to participate.

**All Souls Church in New York City** has a membership of close to 1,300. The Social Justice Committee decided to focus on the critical needs of children in their part of the city. Committee members then surveyed the community and gathered information on the needs of people, the programs that already existed to meet those needs, ideas for new program possibilities, and ways that people could become involved.

The Social Justice Committee invited the congregation to a Saturday meeting. Representatives from various groups and organizations in the community came to the meeting to describe their programs as well as ideas for possible church-based projects. Each explained how volunteers from the church could help.

Members of the congregation were then invited to visit exhibit tables which had been set up by the presenters. After reviewing the exhibits, attendees then volunteered to work with whichever program interested them. Other members of the congregation were informed about opportunity to participate in these programs through the church newsletter.

**The Unitarian Fellowship of Morristown** is a congregation of 315. Members of its Social Justice Committee wanted to develop projects in one area of action. They identified environmental issues as an area for organizing and then used the following method to get people involved in developing some projects.

A small group of people with some interest and expertise in this area were brought together by members of the Social Justice Committee for the purpose of brainstorming the ways this broad area of concern could be focused. The purpose was to identify ways that people could be involved in concrete doable projects. This group identified five focus areas.

A meeting of congregational members interested in environmental issues was called, and thirty-five people attended. The leaders from the five focus groups made a brief presentation about their areas.

Five easels with newsprint were set up in different parts of the room. Each participant chose three of these five focus areas and then moved to the easel representing one of those areas for a brainstorming exercise focusing on possible actions to be taken in that area. After fifteen minutes each participant moved to another easel representing one of the remaining two focus areas they had chosen. After this second brainstorming session, participants moved to the easel representing their third choice. The leaders who made presentations about the five focus areas facilitated the brainstorming sessions and then summarized the results.

Task groups were formed around those areas in which people had expressed active interest. Taking ideas from the brainstorming sessions, they set priorities for achievable projects. The general population of the congregation was informed about the task forces through the newsletter and announcement e-lists.
Examples of Decision Making Process

Unitarian Society of Hartford, CT
Social Justice Empowerment Process

This process assumes that there are three (3) different types of social justice projects (SJPs) in which the congregation may be engaged at any particular point in time.

- The **Major Project** is locally focused, is authorized for two years, and is subject to renewal by congregational vote for another two years. Only one major project is in action at a time. The Major Project is selected by a vote of the congregation at an annual meeting, from among three (3) proposals prepared and presented by a work group convened by the Council on Witness.

- **Annual Projects** are proposed and voted on by the congregation each year at the annual meeting. The congregational vote serves to prioritize the proposals. (Plan A: the Council on Witness then implements annual projects in priority order, subject only to available resources – both fiscal and personnel.) (Plan B: the Council on Witness establishes the maximum number of such proposals that can be in action in any given year and the congregational vote determines which proposals are selected.) These projects are authorized for one year only. In order to be renewed, a new proposal must be submitted and voted on by the congregation along with other proposals submitted at the same time.

- **Emergent Projects** are situations or issues which arise between one annual meeting and the next and which seem to require an immediate response. The Council on Witness sets aside a certain portion of its budget each year to address these situations and has discretion to initiate these projects within that budget as long as they are consistent with previously established criteria and are within the budget for emergent projects. The Council on Witness reports on these projects to the Board and the congregation in the same way they do their other projects. Projects which are Emergent Projects in one year may be submitted as proposals for Annual Projects in a subsequent year in the same manner as any other project.

November 2003 through June 2004

The process would be managed by the Social Justice Empowerment Task Force (SJETF) until the new By-Laws are passed, the new Board is elected at the 2004 Annual Meeting, the chair of the Council on Witness is appointed, and the members of that Council are selected.

1. November – December 2003

   - SJETF obtains authorization from the current Council to implement the Social Justice Empowerment Process (SJEP) until new governance structure (including Board and Council on Witness) is in place.

   - Once authorized by the Council, SJETF identifies people in the congregation with particular SJ expertise and/or interest as work group.
2. **January – February 2004**

SJETF hosts one or more potluck(s) for the work group to accomplish the following:

- Develop the priorities, criteria, format and content for SJ Project proposals (Major, Annual, and Emergent). Criteria will include but are not limited to:
  - the extent to which UUA SAIs and SOCs will or will not be addressed in the proposals;
  - signatures of a minimum of (Plan A: five (5) members who are willing to work on the project and another five (5) who also support it) (Plan B: numbers in those two categories based on a % of the current membership in the congregation); and
  - the way that projects approved in previous fiscal years may be continued beyond their authorized time period.

- Develop three (3) different proposals for the Major Project for the 2004 – 2005 fiscal year.

- SJETF publishes criteria, format and content, and time frames for Annual Projects (including deadlines for submitting proposals) to congregation (“Request for Proposals”, or RFP), with appropriate education and technical assistance as needed.

3. **March – May 2004**

- SJETF presents the three proposals for the congregation’s Major Project to the congregation with appropriate opportunities for questions and feedback.

- SJETF receives proposals for Annual Projects and qualifies them based solely on the extent to which they do or do not meet the published requirements for submitting proposals.

- SJETF publishes all proposals for Annual Projects that meet the requirements to the congregation, with sufficient opportunities for questions and discussion that will permit the congregation to make informed choices among the proposals.

4. **Annual Meeting 2004**

- The congregation votes on the three proposals for the Major Project, and the one with (a majority? at least 2/3? other?) of the congregation voting to support it is selected as the major project for fiscal year 2004 – 2005. The results of the vote are published to the congregation.

- Congregation votes among all proposals for Annual Projects. Based on congregational vote, SJETF either prioritizes all of the proposals of Annual Projects (Plan A) or selects the X number of projects that will be implemented (Plan B) and publishes the result of the congregational vote.
On-Going Process

1. **July – August** (The new Board and Council on Witness are now in place.)

   - Council on Witness sets aside a certain portion of its budget for the upcoming fiscal year to fund not-yet-identified emergent issues that may arise before the next annual meeting.
   
   - Council on Witness determines how much resources (budget and personnel) will be needed to carry out the Major Project approved by the congregation at the annual meeting.
   
   - Council on Witness determines how many of the Annual Projects, beginning with those with the highest ranking, can be undertaken with the remaining resources (budget and personnel) (Plan A) or identifies the X Annual Projects selected by the congregational vote (Plan B).
   
   - Council Witness takes appropriate action, such as authorizing or re-authorizing committees and/or task forces and allocating funds, to implement the Major Project the Annual Projects.
   
   - Each committee and task force develops its measurable goals and objectives and budget for the up-coming fiscal year.

   - Council on Witness combines the material from each committee and task force into the Council’s work plan for the up-coming fiscal year and submits this to the newly-elected Board for approval.

   - Upon approval of the Board, the Council on Witness authorizes its committees and task forces to implement their plans.

2. **July through June**

   - If/when emergent SJ issues arise, the Council on Witness reviews proposals to address these issues against the previously-established criteria and authorizes resources (budget and personnel) and/or committee/task force action, where appropriate, to address these issues.

   - Committees and task forces submit written reports, documenting expenses against budget and progress on goals and objectives, to Council on Witness at least quarterly.

   - Council on Witness submits combined written report, documenting expenses against budget and progress on goals and objectives, to Board at least quarterly at time specified by the Board. These reports include Major, Annual and Emergent projects.
3. **January**
   - Council on Witness reviews and, as needed, revises criteria for all three (3) types of new SJ Projects.
   - Council on Witness reviews and, as needed, revises the format and content for submitting SJ Project proposals.
   - Council on Witness reviews and, as needed, revises time frames for submitting, reviewing and presenting proposals.
   - Council on Witness submits criteria, format and content, and time frames to Board for approval.

4. **January – February**
   - If a new Major Project is to be selected or renewed, the Council on Witness creates a work group and hosts one or more potluck(s) for the work group to determine whether the Major Project should be submitted to the congregation for renewal and/or to develop three (3) proposals for the major SJ project for the next fiscal year.
   - Council on Witness publishes criteria, format and content, and time frames (including deadlines for submitting proposals) for Annual Projects to congregation (“Request for Proposals”, or RFP), with appropriate education and technical assistance as needed.

5. **March – May**
   - If needed that year, Council on Witness presents the proposal(s) for the Major Project to the congregation with appropriate opportunities for questions and feedback.
   - Council on Witness receives proposals for Annual Projects and qualifies them based solely on the extent to which they do or do not meet the published requirements for submitting proposals.
   - Council on Witness publishes all proposals for Annual Projects that meet the requirements to the congregation, with sufficient opportunities for questions and discussion that will permit the congregation to make informed choices among the proposals.

6. **Annual Meeting**
   - Council on Witness either presents a report on the progress of the Major Project (if it is up for automatic renewal), or conducts a congregational vote on the three proposals for the Major Project, and the one with (a majority? at least 2/3? other?) of the congregation voting to support it is selected as the major project for upcoming fiscal year. The results of the vote are published to the congregation. Congregation votes among all proposals for Annual Projects. Based on congregational vote, Council on Witness prioritizes all of the proposals of Annual Projects and publishes the result of the congregational vote (Plan A) or selects the X Annual Projects that will be undertaken (Plan B).
First Unitarian Universalist Church of Richmond, Virginia
Social Responsibility Council

First Unitarian Universalist Church of Richmond, Virginia passed a resolution as a follow-up to a Social Justice Empowerment workshop establishing an annual congregation-wide social justice initiative called Spotlight on Social Justice.

Resolution for Congregational Action June 10, 2007

Resolution in support of a new annual all-congregation social justice initiative called "Spotlight on Social Justice," beginning in the 2007-08 church year with a program addressing environmental and economic justice issues in Greater Richmond called "Mending the (Interdependent) Web."

Whereas our Unitarian Universalist principles call us as individuals and as a faith community to live in right relationship with all others and with nature and, specifically, the sixth principle affirms the goal of world community with peace, liberty, and justice for all, while the seventh affirms respect for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are a part, and

Whereas the degradation of the environment is becoming an increasingly urgent concern world-wide and ample evidence exists that our own metropolitan community's environment is suffering from air pollution, water pollution, loss of habitat, and related problems, and

Whereas many individuals and families in this metropolitan area are struggling with poverty and associated economic justice problems which could be alleviated in whole or in part through new approaches but which in some cases are instead exacerbated by the complex interactions among the various localities and entities within the region, and

Whereas such environmental and economic issues adversely affect a wide range of individuals and groups within Greater Richmond but often affect low-income populations more severely, and

Whereas we as individuals and as a faith community may unintentionally contribute to these problems through our own habits, behaviors, and choices, and

Whereas our congregation has programs that address some of these needs but can become an even more powerful prophetic voice for change by creating more ways for individuals to participate in finding solutions, involving more people in the effort, and more sharply focusing our collective talents, skills, energy, and other resources in learning, listening, reflecting, and acting together, and

Whereas on November 10 and 11, 2006, we sponsored an all-church Social Justice Empowerment Workshop from which a consensus emerged that we should adopt an annual social justice project for our congregation beginning in 2007-2008 with environmental and economic concerns within Greater Richmond and their interrelationship as our initial focus, and the Board of Directors subsequently encouraged us to pursue that approach,

Now therefore be it resolved that the congregation of the First Unitarian Universalist Church of Richmond, Virginia, hereby creates an annual "Spotlight on Justice" all-church social justice initiative and endorses the "Mending the (Interdependent) Web" environmental and economic justice proposal that the Social Responsibility Council has recommended for 2007-2008 as our first “Spotlight on Justice” project.
Congregational Resolutions

Another way to encourage congregation-wide participation in the social justice program is drafting a congregational resolution whereby the entire congregation votes on and takes a stand on an issue.

When considering whether to pass a congregational resolution on an issue, there are several important questions that can help discern if and how to go about it.

The first thing to keep in mind is that anything done in a congregational setting can be divisive if done poorly. As faith communities, it is important to take a stand on the side of justice in a way that nurtures community. Hopefully, within the context of the congregation, people are willing to be emotionally and spiritually open; to take the risks and share their personal stories necessary for understanding, grieving, healing, and transformation often required when taking action. Ensuring that the congregation remains a safe space for this openness is critical to the success of whatever decision or project is being considered, especially if it is something that is controversial or will be a long-term project or has long-term ramifications. This does not mean that “controversial” issues should be avoided—just that they should be addressed thoroughly and thoughtfully. Space needs to be created so that if there is a minority in disagreement they still feel part of the community.

An important question when considering a congregational resolution is to ask how it helps reach a goal? Often, congregational resolutions are viewed as an end, rather than as a means to an end. In terms of strategic planning, a congregational resolution is a tactic, not a goal. Examples of goals are changing a particular public policy, changing the position of an elected official on a given issue, or preventing or requiring a certain type of action.

Goal-based planning has several important benefits. First and foremost, it leads to greater effectiveness. Biblically, this might be summed up as “Without vision, the people perish.” Without a clear vision and goal, the congregation’s attention and focus goes into the tactic of passing the resolution, rather than planning for advocacy and organizing needed to achieve the goal. Passing a congregational resolution will not change public policy. But if it’s part of an overall strategy, it could be an effective way to build awareness and participation in action by the congregation.

The process of passing a resolution can lead to greater understanding, stronger community and transformation in the congregation itself. It can lay the basis for authorizing clergy, staff, and members of the congregation to join interfaith and advocacy coalitions on behalf of the congregation. If the resolution is sent out as a press advisory or brought to a press conference that announces actions along with the resolution, it can become news and help call others to action.

In the context of a discussion of goals, passing a resolution necessitates a process of deeper discernment that has myriad benefits. It requires critical thinking and analysis of power structures and resources. It also allows for spiritual and theological development to play a greater part in the conversation, as participants reflect on how our UU history and theology inform perspective and goals on a given issue. It may encourage research into what’s already happening in the community, which can help build relationships and avoid re-inventing the wheel in terms of action planning.
When linked to goal-based planning, working on a resolution can help prioritize the work. Many congregational social justice programs suffer from a lack of focus, both between different issues and with how work is done on a single issue. Taking the time to do a serious, goal-based planning process at the beginning of a campaign will save significant time and energy in the long run by creating a clear sense of where the congregation is going (goal) and how to get there (tactics).

If the congregation has not done a goal-based planning process, it is strongly suggested before moving forward with a congregational resolution. Please see Inspired Faith—Effective Action at [www.uua.org/documents/washingtonoffice/ifea.pdf](http://www.uua.org/documents/washingtonoffice/ifea.pdf).

Essentially, a congregational resolution is appropriate if:

- There is a compelling reason for doing so that serves an articulated long-term goal that isn’t sufficiently served through action by a social action committee or subgroup of the congregation. Being able to articulate reasons for this can be helpful in bringing the idea of a resolution to the congregation.

- There is a plan for how to use the resolution after it’s passed including how to communicate it to the media, to potential organizational partners, to elected officials, and so forth. The process of passing a resolution should be viewed as an organizing tool, building support and momentum for action. Again, being able to articulate a plan can be helpful in creating buy-in for a resolution by the congregation.

- There is a willingness to commit to a multi-month process of education and open discussion that allows differing opinions to be shared. While some folks may oppose any congregational action that they don’t agree with, most won’t hold the process hostage so long as they feel that they have been heard.

- There is a demonstrated grounding, history, and identity of the congregation with the issue that makes passage likely. In this case, a couple of post-worship meetings and telephone trees within the course of a month may be all the time required before holding a vote.

- There is a deep-felt need by historically marginalized groups for the congregation to stand with them in solidarity.

Asking the congregation to take a stand on an issue is a process that usually involves long-term organizing and lots of listening. If not done from a faith-based perspective, the attempt can be divisive. However, there are some issues that may be central to the congregation’s identity and can be acted on quickly and unanimously. If a resolution is needed immediately, it is either best to do so through the social justice committee or to make the resolution very short and very broad. For the resolution to be meaningful beyond the congregation, it needs to be developed with community partners and in coalitions, and have the input of affected communities. For the resolution to be effective, it needs to be shared with the media and be part of an action plan.
**Pros:**
- Passing a resolution is a form of public witness.
- It can rally the congregation, mobilize action and participation in the social justice committee or a particular issue task force.
- It can create awareness about the congregation and Unitarian Universalism in the community.
- It promotes solidarity with partner organizations working on the same issue, as well as with other congregations that have also taken a stand.
- It promotes dialogue/debate in the congregation and deepens faith.
- It can create conditions to help people have the courage to speak out and act.

**Cons:**
- Energy spent on creating a statement can divert attention from action.
- If the process becomes too time-consuming, there may be few concrete results.
- Passing a resolution can be divisive, especially if done poorly.
- Those in the minority may feel marginalized.
- If final vote is not done by secret ballot, it may not be an accurate representation of where the congregation stands.
- There may be better ways to organize for an issue.
- Those wanting to take action may feel limited unless or until there is a vote.

As with all issues, there is no “one way” for congregations to act. Remember that whether an issue is one that involves fairly easy consensus or one that involves a lot of education and discussion, the end result needs to lead to action for justice and a strengthening of congregational identity and community.

**How to Pass a Congregational Resolution**

1. **Identify the goal of the resolution.** The first step is developing a clear intention and “pitch,” including:
   - What precisely is the resolution on, i.e. is it a broad statement of concern or about a specific piece of legislation?
   - What goal does it serve, such as influencing the position of elected officials, building coalitions, and so on.
   - How will it be used, e.g. with the media, as part of a national campaign?

Depending on the end goal, decide whether or not a resolution is the best way to get there. For Freedom to Marry campaigns, for example, there may be a few goals, including getting Members of Congress (or local elected officials) to oppose the Federal Marriage Amendment, and/or shaping public opinion in the community. A concern is that passing a congregational resolution can sometimes be so time-consuming that there isn't much time and energy left for the "real" work (such as organizing lobbying visits).

2. **Consult with individuals from communities most affected by the issue** both in and outside the congregation such as such as people of color; lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people; low-income folks; youth; and others. By doing so, accountability is created and relationships are built and strengthened.
3. Talk to the minister, social action chair, congregational president, and board members to:

   a) Find out the procedures by which the congregation considers a resolution.

   Many congregations have by-laws for adopting congregation-wide positions so check these first. If a process needs to be developed, other congregations’ practices may be helpful. (See examples below.)

   b) Gain ministerial and congregational leadership support that is needed for any congregation-wide effort to succeed.

4. Draft the resolution. First and foremost, the resolution should be grounded in Unitarian Universalism. Research General Assembly statements of conscience and resolutions, UU history, and UU writings.

   To create trust and reflect a diversity of opinion, a few people should draft the resolution. Members and others with expertise should be consulted. Leadership from communities affected by the issue, such as people of color; lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people; low-income folks; youth; and others should be sought.

5. Line up support. Share plans to introduce the resolution with members who will support it and ask for their input in how to build consensus to pass it.

6. Urge open discussion on the issue. Schedule time for internal education. Consider showing a video or inviting an outside speaker. Allow small group time for processing of feelings and sharing of stories.

7. Introduce the resolution. Be sure that everyone involved in the decision has a copy of the resolution. Be available to answer questions or to provide background information.

   Be sure to alert the media and lawmakers once the resolution passes. Send a press release to the local press and make follow-up phone calls. Send a copy of the ratified resolution to coalition partners.

   Passing a short resolution along with a fundraising drive to publish it in a local paper might help to shape public opinion. A resolution may receive media attention if it is tied to the launch of an action campaign. In general, the media are drawn to “verbs” rather than “words.” Such a campaign could even become a growth opportunity for the congregation.

   For more information on how to pass a congregational resolution, including sample policies and resolutions see Taking Action as a Congregation: Guide for Congregational Resolutions & Social Justice Statements at www.uua.org/action/takingaction.
Examples of Congregational Resolutions

Resolutions can be as simple as one sentence, but are typically a few paragraphs and should be no longer than one page. A congregation may want to check UUA General Assembly resolutions for content and style. For a full listing of UUA and General Assembly social justice statements see www.uua.org/action/takingaction.

First Unitarian Church of Richmond, VA: A Congregational Resolution for a Moratorium on Executions

Over sixty Unitarian Universalist congregations have resolutions against the death penalty and/or for a moratorium on the death penalty. Below is the resolution passed by the Richmond VA congregation.

We, the members of the First Unitarian Church of Richmond, Virginia adhere to the Seven Principles of Unitarian Universalism:

The inherent worth and dignity of every person;
Justice, equity and compassion in human relations;
Acceptance of one another and encouragement to spiritual growth in our congregation;
A free and responsible search for truth and meaning;
The right of conscience and the use of the democratic process within our congregation and in society at large;
The goal of world community with peace, liberty, and justice for all;
Respect for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are a part.

Whereas there is ample evidence that the death penalty is applied in a racist manner:

In 1990, the United States General Accounting Office reported “a pattern of evidence indicating racial disparities in charging, sentencing and imposition of the death penalty.” Nationwide, 82% of those put to death had been convicted of murdering a white person even though people of color are the victims in more than half of all homicides; and

Whereas death sentences are generally reserved for the poor: About 90% of those persons facing capital charges cannot afford their own attorney. No state, including Virginia, has met standards developed by the American Bar Association (ABA) for appointment, performance and compensation of counsel for indigent prisoners, and

Whereas prisoner appeals have been severely curtailed, increasing the risk of imprisonment and execution of innocent people: In a series of rulings since 1991, the Supreme Court has drastically restricted the rights of death row prisoners to appeal their convictions and death sentences in federal courts, even in cases where prisoners present compelling evidence of innocence. In 1996, new legislation drastically limited federal court review of death row prisoners, and

Whereas the American Bar Association has concluded that administration of the death penalty is “a haphazard maze of unfair practices with no internal consistency” and has called for a moratorium on executions.
Therefore, be it resolved that the First Unitarian Church of Richmond, Virginia calls on the Governor and our representatives to the Virginia General Assembly, the President of the United States and our members in the United States Congress, to adopt executive policies and orders and enact legislation imposing a moratorium on executions at least until policies and procedures are fully implemented which:

Eliminate discrimination in capital sentencing;
Ensure that death penalty cases are administered fairly and impartially;
Entirely eliminate the risk that innocent persons may be executed;
Prevent the execution of mentally retarded persons;
Prevent the execution of persons who were under the age of 18 at the time of their offenses.

Be it further resolved that copies of this resolution shall be forwarded to the Governor of the Commonwealth of Virginia, State Senators and Delegates in the Virginia General Assembly representing districts serving our Church members, the President of the United States, the two United States Senators from Virginia, and those Members of the United States House of Representatives representing districts serving our Church members.

First Unitarian Oakland, CA Resolution on Preventing War with Iraq, Oct 2002

When many congregations were acting to prevent war in Iraq, members of First Unitarian in Oakland felt strongly that they wanted to pass a resolution and make a strong public statement in a fairly short period of time. They modeled a careful and inclusive process for passing resolutions. First, the justice council gathered extensive feedback from their 400 member congregation prior to drafting a resolution. They reported that in “over less than four weeks the minister preached on the subject twice; we held three after-church forums; conducted a written poll (150+ responses) on whether church attendees agreed with a statement from a local anti-war coalition; telephoned 40 church members to discuss their personal views, paying particular attention to those who felt security issues might justify force; and held numerous face-to-face conversations with church members. The congregational core team supported the feedback process by conducting most of the telephone conversations.” They also held forums questioning the moves toward war with the People’s Nonviolent Response Coalition during this time.

The resolution was very short and specific:

“First Unitarian Church of Oakland is opposed to a unilateral pre-emptive strike by the United States against Iraq at this time.” It was passed unanimously and the congregation joined The People’s Nonviolent Response Coalition.

UU Community Church of Santa Monica, CA Peace & Civil Liberties Committee

On October 1, 2002, 18 people met to form a new Peace Task Force. Discussion centered on the impending war in Iraq and its implications, but the group’s focus has since widened to include many peace-related and civil liberties issues. In November 2002, they drafted a Statement of Conscience that was ratified by the congregation at a special meeting.
UU Community Church of Santa Monica Statement of Conscience Regarding US Unilateral Military Action

This Statement of Conscience was adapted by the Peace Committee of the Faith in Action Program, from a Statement of Conscience written by the minister and members of our church. It was approved by our Board of Directors, and was accepted as our church’s public position on the issue at a special congregational vote held on November 10, 2002:

We believe it is in the best interests of our country and of world peace for us to act in concert with the United Nations, and not unilaterally, to bring about Iraq’s compliance with United Nations resolutions concerning weapons of mass destruction and respect for human rights.

We believe that seeking unilaterally to overthrow the regime of Saddam Hussein, especially through force of arms, will incite further hatred and violence between the Muslim and non-Muslim worlds and will impede efforts to suppress terrorism, restore stability in Afghanistan, and end the Palestinian-Israeli conflict.

We believe that the idea of preemptive military action is both against international law and accepted standards of national sovereignty.

We believe that both compassion and prudence dictate that military force should be used only when every other option has been found wanting and when the threat posed by inaction can be convincingly shown to be greater than the destruction and loss of life inherent in military action.

Because of these beliefs, the Congregation of the Unitarian Universalist Community Church of Santa Monica urges the government of the United States of America to refrain from military action against Iraq without United Nations approval. Instead, we urge our government to work diligently within the framework of the United Nations to pressure Iraq to dismantle its capacity to make, deploy, and use weapons of mass destruction and comply with all United Nations resolutions in the most immediate future.

UU Fellowship of Raleigh, NC Resolution on Freedom to Marry, Dec 2004

Dozens of Unitarian Universalist congregations have adopted resolutions in support of marriage equality.

A Statement of Conscience on Freedom to Marry was adopted by unanimous vote by the UU Fellowship of Raleigh NC at congregational meeting on Dec. 12, 2004 following several educational events, sermons, and advocacy activities on the part of the minister and members in the months beforehand.

“We, the members of the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Raleigh, affirm the basic right of same-gender couples to marry and to share fully and equally in the rights, responsibilities, and commitments of civil marriage.”
Congregational Processes for Taking Public Positions on Issues

The Unitarian Universalist Congregation at Fairfax (Oakton VA) has adopted two ways in which UUCF can take public positions on social justice issues.

UUCF Social Justice Council Advocacy Process
There are two ways in which UUCF can take public positions on social justice issues.

1. Social Justice Council (SJC) resolutions
   - Review proposals for SJC action submitted to the council by any member of UUCF
   - Strive for consensus, can decide by ¾ vote (6 out of 8 council members)
   - Reflects the Council position only.

2. Congregational Resolutions and/or positions.
   - Reviewed by the SJC
   - Notify all ministers, relevant UUCF committees and the congregation as a whole and invite comment within 90 days of notification.
   - Hold congregational study and discussion session, issue background papers, forums, newsletter articles, etc.
   - Provide all members with (1) text of the proposed congregational resolution as approved by the SJC; (2) a summary of comments the received to date; (3) copy of the SJC procedures; and (4) supplementary documents.
   - If deemed desirable, petition for a congregational meeting.
   - Board holds a special meeting, or schedules a vote at an Annual Meeting.
   - Vote taken and decided by ¾ of all members present.
   - Respectfully accept diversity of opinion.
   - The vote is not considered to bind any individual UUCF member to the position or to devalue those members who oppose the position.


The Unitarian Universalist Community Church of Southwest Michigan has a policy and procedure for adopting public policy statements that involves issues coming through the Faith in Action Committee to the Board of Trustees for approval and referral to the congregation for adoption.

Criteria for congregation-wide resolutions include:

- Fit with the core values of our Church;
- Fit the UU Principles;
- Timeliness/ Urgency;
- Availability of sufficient information to make a decision;
- Discussion of the issue will advance the mission of the Church
Second Unitarian Church of Omaha has a Use of Church Name Policy.

1. Second Unitarian Church, as an institution, will not endorse individual political candidates, nor take any action to jeopardize the 501(c)(3) status of the Church. This does not prevent individual members and friends from expressing their personal views to each other.

2. A copy of all correspondence on Church letterhead should be given to the Office Administrator for the Church records.

3. Individual committees and Church staff may speak for themselves on various issues, but must receive permission from the Board to speak for the Church.

To request Board permission, fill out the Application to Speak for or Represent the Church in Public form. The Board should review all requests, and if the appropriateness or inappropriateness of the request is clear, then the Board shall act accordingly.

4. If, however, the Board is unclear on the appropriateness of a particular use of the Church name, the Board shall seek feedback from the congregation as a whole. This can be done through Town Hall Meetings, surveys, phone calls, or any other means that is appropriate for the case in the Board’s judgment.

5. If the feedback from the congregation on the appropriateness of the use of the Church name is clear, then the Board shall act accordingly. If the feedback from the congregation is not clear, or is significantly divisive among the Church membership, then the Board shall call a Special Congregational Meeting, in accordance with Article 6 of the Church bylaws. The use of the Church name will be on the agenda, and a vote shall be taken. The vote of the congregation will be the final word on the use of the Church’s name.

The application form asks for an explanation of how the issue, activity, or event is important to the mission of the congregation.
Examples of Congregational Policies and Procedures


Policy
The purpose of the Social Justice Council Advocacy Policy is to make policy decisions and take positions as a Council on social justice issues, and to take positions as a congregation after completion of an appropriate policy-making process which the Board has approved.

From the UUCF SJC Charter approved by the UUCF Board of Trustees, 7/13/97

Concept Statement on Advocacy
The Social Justice Council accepts the authority and responsibility for making, on its own behalf (and not on behalf of the UUCF as a whole), public expressions of position on matters of social justice and conscience in connection with public policy, and related issues of the day. The Council will arrive at such positions following full and open discussion within the Council, guided by commonly shared UU Principles and Beliefs, and the UUCF Mission & Covenant Statement. The goal shall be to arrive at a consensus, but it shall be sufficient and required that at least 6 Council members (including the Lay Minister) be in favor of the position to be taken. It is expected that all council members be engaged in the discussion surrounding any position considered for public advocacy.

Advocacy Statement appended to charter by the SJC 10/22/97

Procedures
I. There are two ways in which UUCF can take public positions on social justice issues: (1) Social Justice Council (SJC) resolutions and (2) Congregational Resolutions. The Social Justice Council (SJC) reviews both types of resolutions. Also UUCF members may seek direct approval of a Congregational resolution by petitioning for a congregational meeting.

II. Individuals seeking Social Justice Council endorsement of a position submit a proposal to the Council for action. The Council then reviews the proposed resolution for consistency with UU Shared Principles, existing UUA resolutions, UUCF mission statements, and other relevant considerations. The Council decides by vote, as provided in SJC by-laws, whether to endorse the proposal. Social Justice Council endorsements represent the views of the Council only and do not constitute congregational endorsement.

III. If the Social Justice Council feels that wider congregational support for a resolution is desirable, it proceeds, with the cooperation of all interested parties, as follows:

   a. The Council notifies all UUCF ministers (including lay ministers), relevant UUCF committees and the congregation as a whole of the proposed resolution and invites comment within 90 days of notification. During that period, the Council coordinates appropriate measures for congregational study and discussion, such as background papers, forums, newsletter articles and the like.
b. The Social Justice Council arranges to provide each UUCF member with (1) the text of the proposed congregational resolution as approved by the SJC, (2) a summary of comments received to date, (3) a copy of these procedures, and (4) appropriate supplementary documents.

c. The Board then schedules a congregational vote on the resolution at the next Annual Meeting or at a special congregational meeting for the purpose of considering one or more social justice resolutions in accordance with UUCF by-laws. A Congregational social justice resolution requires a favorable vote by three-fourths of all members present and voting.

In keeping with our UU Shared Principles, a Congregational social justice resolution does not bind any individual UUCF member to the position nor in any way devalues those members who oppose the position. Minority opinions foster the diversity we cherish and represent an opportunity for continued dialogue among ourselves and in the community at large.

*Unanimously approved by the Social Justice Council on 3/13/00 and approved by the UUCF Board of Trustees*

---

**Unitarian Universalist Community Church of Southwest Michigan**

**Faith in Action Committee**

**Policy on Public Statements**

1. No member or friend of the Unitarian Universalist Community Church of Southwest Michigan (hereafter known as the Church) will make a statement on their own in the name of the Church, or on behalf of the church. This includes letters to the editor, statements to any governmental body, oral or written, or to any public or private organization. A person may identify himself or herself as a member or friend of the Church if it is clear that the opinion expressed is that of the individual making the statement and not the position of the Church. Statements may be about or refer to ballot issues, or any other type of issue. However, in no case will a statement contain a political partisan reference and the name of the Church.

2. The Faith in Action Committee identifies issues that may be important to the Church and the greater community. The Committee provides information to the entire congregation and initiates discussion on the issue. Issues may include, but are not limited to, resolutions that will come before the General Assembly or that have previously been passed by the General Assembly.

3. When the Faith in Action Committee believes an issue is worthy of taking a public stand, the Committee presents the issue to the Board of Trustees in the form of a resolution. The Board may recommend a resolution for congregational discussion with the intent of having the congregation reach formal consensus at a duly called Congregational Meeting, called for this purpose. The discussion may take several formats and need not be part of a Congregational Meeting, but no formal agreement may be reached other than at a Congregation Meeting for that purpose. Informal discussions may continue for weeks or months. The Board may choose not to recommend a resolution to the Congregation. In this case, the Board is advised to pursue a process for discussion of the resolution.
among Church members and friends. Alternatively, if the Board chooses not to recommend a resolution for any discussion, a Congregational Meeting may be called by a petition signed by thirty percent of the active members of the Church.

4. The Board’s decision in response to a resolution from the Faith in Action Committee should be based on at least the following considerations:
   - Fit with the core values of our Church;
   - Fit the Unitarian Universalist Principles;
   - Timeliness/ Urgency;
   - Availability of sufficient information to make a decision;
   - Discussion of the issue will advance the mission of the Church.

   The Board will report back to the Faith in Action Committee the rational for its decision.

5. No resolution may support or criticize a candidate for public office or any political party.

6. When consensus on a resolution is reached, the Congregation must then concur as to how the resolution will be made public. Some options are:
   - The Board President;
   - Any member of the Board;
   - The chair of the Faith in Action Committee;
   - Any member of the Committee;
   - Any member of the congregation;
   - The minister;
   - Or some combination of the above.

   The resolution may be expressed either written or orally to an appropriate, designated recipient.
Dealing with Controversial Issues

Discussion about controversial issues can sometimes be heated and cause divisiveness in the congregation. To avoid divisiveness, it is important to allow time for full discussion and have all sides heard with reasonable rather than coercive appeals.

As a faith community, we Unitarian Universalists are trying to live by our Principles and Purposes and respond to crucial social issues at the same time that we honor the values and traditions of our democratic religious communities.

That is why social justice leaders need to take special responsibility for using effective and fair processes which respect the individuals involved and provide ample time for discussion and reflection. This means honoring individual rights while working toward group consensus. It requires making sure there is time for full discussion and that all sides of the argument are presented.

Remember, how the issue is processed is as important as the issue itself. Success in processing one issue creates enthusiasm for taking on other issues in the future.

Social justice leaders need to avoid attitudes of arrogance, and self-righteousness. It is dangerous to divide the world into those who are “ethical” and those who are “unethical.” It is important to understand that not everyone in the church or community is going to agree with them about issues, and that is okay.

Social justice advocates need to be responsible in how they conduct their business. It is important that programs be well conceived and presented. People who speak on issues should be well prepared. Social justice leaders need to do their homework. They need to be well prepared for meetings and show that they have studied the issue in depth. They need to be particularly aware of both sides of the arguments.

- Conflict doesn’t only happen around social justice issues in the congregation. Many decisions in the life of the church involve conflict. Questions arise: Should the congregation build a new organ or keep the old one? What kind of hymns should be sung? What kind of music should there be on Sunday morning? Should the minister wear a robe or not? Sometimes people can get very heated about these issues.
- It is unfair to single out social justice as being especially conflict laden. Oftentimes, the congregation needs to address how it processes controversy in any area of its life.
- The decision not to take stands will alienate people just as the decision to take stands will.
- Leadership in situations involving controversy involves walking a fine line. Activists need to remember to build the institutions that are a base of support. Institutionalists need to remember that Unitarian Universalism stands for some very important principles in the world. A good way to create a win-win situation is to vote only on controversial issues that will build the ethical integrity and moral identity of congregations. Then, let members of the congregation who are concerned about particular issues in the community organize action groups or lobbying groups around those issues.

The UU Congregation of Fairfax VA decided to build a memorial cairn to the US and Iraqi war victims. The project was initially very controversial, however by having three listening circles where each participant spoke without interruption while holding a talking stick, the congregation was able to come to consensus to publicly demonstrate their sorrow over the toll the war is taking.
V. Involving More People and Developing Social Justice Leadership
Finding the Congregation’s Passion

Many congregations work to identify the passion of the members before deciding on issue focus and specific projects. Some hold house meetings; others conduct Appreciative Inquiry sessions. (See http://appreciativeinquiry.case.edu/). The UU Congregation of Atlanta that involved 200 members in a process that invited people to remember the best times gone by and to dream of good times to come; others use e-mail surveys such as First Parish in Brookline MA or telephone interviews. First Universalist in Minneapolis held one-on-one meetings with 75% of the congregation.

One-to-Ones
A one-to-one is a term developed by community organizers to describe a personal conversation between an individual community member and an organizer to learn about his/her concerns, level of interest and commitment for an issue, and the resources the person has to offer. At the same time, the activist organizer can introduce the issues of the congregation or social justice committee, and increase the level of awareness of the issue.

One-to-ones should take place in a quiet setting and last 30 minutes to an hour, during which time the congregational organizer and the congregation member should develop a level of trust with one another. The congregation member will do most of the talking in a one-on-one, while the "interviewer" asks questions to clarify points and learn more detail.

How would one-to-ones help our congregation?
Facilitating one-to-one conversations between members of the social action group and other members of the congregation is a way to find out which issues the congregational members are most passionate about, what they have already been involved in, and what actions they might be interested in organizing. This enables the social justice committee to do its justice work in tune with the passion and desires of the members of the congregation. This means the social justice committee will be MUCH more effective!

Some congregations have found it useful to have the Board of Trustees convene a group to conduct the one-on-ones to ensure a broad approach to identifying congregational concerns and to build trust about how the results will be interpreted.

With whom should we conduct one-to-ones?
One-to-ones can start with a member of the congregation whom the social action group knows:
- Contact that person and ask to sit down and visit with her or him.
- Brainstorm about who are the stakeholders in social justice in your congregation.
- Ask to meet with congregational board members.
- Every one-on-one should lead to future contacts. Ask for names of other members who may care about the issue.
What should be asked in a one-to-one?

Find out about the person to be interviewed. The point of a one-to-one is to find out what makes the other person tick! Ask open-ended questions such as:

- What was life like where you grew up?
- What influences shaped your values?
- What experiences changed some of your original viewpoints?

Also find out:

- How long has he or she been a member of the congregation?
- How long has the member lived in the community?
- Has the member been involved in social justice work through the congregation?
- Has the member ever been involved in other social justice organizations?
- How would the member wish to see the congregation be involved in the community?
- What would the member like to see happen in the neighborhood around the congregation? In the nation? Internationally?
- Has the issue in question affected her or him?
- What way would the member consider being involved? Does he or she have special interests or skills to contribute?
- Are there other people the member would suggest you talk to?

Do not take notes during a one-to-one interview. Write them up later and pass them in to the group coordinator.

Thanks to the Marin Institute for information on one-to-ones. For more information on conducting one-to-ones in your congregation, see Sustainable Action: Planting the Seeds of Relational Organizing by Rev. Louise Green, Social Justice Director, All Souls Church, Unitarian in Washington, DC at www.uua.org/documents/greenlouise/seeds_relationalorg.pdf.
Getting People Involved and Increasing Interest in the Social Justice Program

Leaders of social justice programs are often looking for ways to get more people involved in their committees, task groups, and projects. Below are some suggestions which can help, along with your current successful practices.

1. **Infuse social justice into the total life of the congregation by making it part of worship, education, and a caring community.**

By making social justice a part of the congregation’s other programs, bridges are built between the social justice program and these areas. This process helps more members of the congregation become aware of what the social justice people are doing and generates more support from all the members of the congregation for the work.

2. **Use processes that involve the whole congregation in choosing issues to work on.**

Section I V of this handbook provides several models for getting the whole congregation involved in selecting and developing social justice issues to be worked on. When people are involved in picking the issues, they are more willing to do something about them.

3. **Make use of task groups.**

Forming task groups enables a congregation to do several projects at the same time. Every time a task group forms around an emerging issue, an opportunity is provided for the new people to become involved.

For example, the All Souls Church in New York City has task groups on hunger, homelessness, A.I.D.S., and children. They report that every time they start a new task force, they get dozens of new people involved.

4. **Develop good public relations.**

Effective publicity keeps people informed about what is happening in the social justice program and shows them ways they can get involved.

The committee or council, and the task forces need to communicate to members of the congregation what they are trying to accomplish in their programs. Publicity is important in recruiting volunteers and in keeping people informed about what is happening. Ways of publicizing the work of the committee include:

- **Newsletter:** Ideally, social justice leaders would put a story in every newsletter about some aspect of the social justice program. Articles can cover projects being carried out by the task groups, activities in the community that members are involved with, denominational social justice programs, and current events.

- **Congregational Listserve:** Can be used to survey the congregation and for brief announcements of new projects, events, and meetings and updates on ongoing projects.
c) **Bulletin boards:** These can be used to display meeting notices, information concerning current projects, and pictures of the committee members.

d) **Pamphlet rack:** Brochures, pamphlets, and flyers can be put in the pamphlet rack.

e) **Literature and letter writing table:** Many social justice committees set up tables during the Sunday morning coffee hour to distribute information about the congregation’s social justice programs. Letter writing is an easy way of getting people involved in a task that is an effective way to influence legislators.

f) **Announcements in the Sunday Service:** Congregations handle announcements during the worship service in a wide variety of ways. Announcements are more effective when they are targeted on a few issues instead of a large number of them. One possibility is to pick one or two major projects during a month and focus the announcements on them. It helps to supplement the verbal presentation with an insert in the order of service.

g) **Conducting forums or educational programs:** Publicizing an event such as a forum provides a good opportunity to publicize the overall program as well.

h) **Include social justice information in New Member orientation packets and outreach:** Make sure that new members know about the congregation’s social justice program and opportunities for getting involved.

h) **Publicity in the Community:** The social justice program and the congregation are also helped by publicity in the community. Sometimes it is difficult to get stories written in major metropolitan newspapers. But local and neighborhood papers are often eager to get material about local actions and projects. It is helpful to take steps to establish a relationship with a reporter from a local paper and feed stories to that person. Supplying pictures will interest a newspaper even more in printing the story.

5. **Use an effective recruitment strategy to select people for your committee and task forces.**

In the spring, councils, committees, and task groups usually recruit new members for the fall. Be intentional about developing a strategy for recruitment in order to get new people involved in the program. Too often people put an announcement in the newsletter and then wonder why they don’t get a response. To get good quality people to serve on the social justice committee or task groups, an effective recruitment strategy is necessary.

One approach to recruiting is:

- Have committee (or task group) members think about how many people they need to recruit for the coming year.
- Have the group brainstorm the names of people they think would be good additions to the committee. It’s helpful to consider the skills and resources such folks would bring to the work. If three people are needed, make a list of six, figuring that half the group will say yes.
- Assign committee members to make personal contact with your potential recruits.
- Utilize a congregational database that tracks members’ interests to do target recruiting.
Face-to-face contact is the most effective way to do recruiting. One suggestion is to arrange for a special time to get together with the person. It might be a luncheon, or another social occasion that allows an hour to explain what the program is and why the committee or task group would like that person to be involved in it. Be specific about what the person is being asked to do. The person being recruited can ask questions and get the information he or she needs to determine whether to make a commitment to your project. Or, you may discover that the person is interested in a different project!

Another way of recruiting is sending a representative of the social justice program to orientation sessions for new members. There, new church members interested in social justice issues can be identified and informed of the congregation's social justice programs.

Asking for help for a specific project, rather than for a commitment to join, can also eventually lead to new committee members.

Developing brochures on the history of social justice in the life of the church and on the current social justice activities is also useful. The brochures can be put out at the social justice table, put in literature racks, and handed out at new member meetings.

6. **Offer a diversity of program opportunities that provide different ways for people to be involved.**

A congregation's social justice program should be broad in scope because people do social justice in different ways based on their personality, temperament, interests, abilities, and values. More opportunities are provided for people to be involved when programs are oriented around these different needs. A broad program also provides flexibility that fits the demands of a situation.

It is important to remember the various approaches to social justice when structuring and trying to get people involved in social justice programs. Recognize that members of the congregation have different styles and temperaments when it comes to doing social justice ministry. One person may feel comfortable doing hands-on, direct service while another may have the energy to change the system through advocacy and community organizing. There should be room for both types of people in our congregations and our work.

We Unitarian Universalists like to pride ourselves on our theological diversity. Our congregations provide a religious home for people with very different theologies: theists, humanists, pagans, Christians, Jews, Buddhists and others. Hopefully, we can have the same kind of acceptance for our different social justice modes as well.
Creating a Caring Community for Those Involved in Social Justice Ministry

Participants in the congregation’s social justice programs want to feel that they are part of a caring and trusting community. Part of caring for the world is caring for one another as persons. Developing this sense of caring community involves running effective meetings, attending to the spiritual needs of the participants, enjoying social time together, and celebrating accomplishments.

The committee or task groups should meet on a regular basis. The important thing is to get the meeting date on everyone’s schedule. A meeting notice with an agenda should be sent out to committee members ahead of time.

Here are some suggestions for how to structure task group, committee, or council meetings.

Plan Social Time
People participate in social justice programs to meet important personal needs as well as to work on social issues. Such needs include being part of a group, making a difference in the world, and having a chance to live one’s faith. Moreover, each of us needs a sense that we are part of a community that cares for us as a person.

For these reasons, it is important to build social time into the meetings. This is a time for people to get to know one another, to share what is going on in their lives, and to enjoy one another’s company.

Social justice groups help people meet these needs in different ways. Some have potluck suppers before the meeting or send out for pizza. Others have a special social time for a half-hour before the meeting. A group member is assigned to provide beverages and refreshments. This can also be a time to write letters to political leaders on pending legislation.

All Souls Church Unitarian in Washington, DC devotes the first fifteen minutes of every meeting to one-to-one conversations based on community organizing models. See Sustainable Action: Planting the Seeds of Relational Organizing by Louise Green, the church’s social justice director, at www.uua.org/action/129092.shtml.

Worship Together
Some are concerned about making a stronger connection between living a spiritual life and doing social justice work. One way to do this is to have a brief worship experience as part of the meeting. Some groups begin their meetings with worship. Others end the meeting in this way. A member of the group volunteers to lead the worship. That person may read something from literature or poetry, lead singing, or guide a meditation. Personal sharing can be woven in and builds community.

Set an Agenda
It is good to send out a meeting notice and a copy of the agenda before the meeting. Review the agenda at the beginning of the meeting. See if there are any additional items anybody wants to add. However, stick to agreed upon start and ending times.
It also helps to have the group look at the total agenda to see which items are most important. Assign a priority ranking to each of the items. In addition, determine how much time is needed for each agenda item and write the number of minutes beside it. Then assign a timekeeper to make sure the group keeps on task. Summarize the major decisions at the end of the meeting and write them on newsprint with the names of members assigned any follow-up tasks.

**Evaluate Your Progress**
Evaluate the meeting and decide what should be on the agenda for the next meeting. Evaluation can involve in-depth discussion of what was learned or a go-around to each member of the group about what went well and what could be improved or a simple one-word summation by each participant.

The UUA Board of Trustees and other Unitarian Universalist organizations engage in process observation that reflects on group dynamics, including any power issues that arise and correspond with privilege such as sharing, amount of talking time, recognition and affirmation of ideas.

**Celebrate Your Accomplishments**
Sometimes people will work on an event like a public forum or demonstration for months. When the event is over, nothing happens. People just go on about their business. But this is an opportunity to bring folks together for a celebration. Have a party! Let people enjoy being together and affirm what they accomplished. Announce accomplishment at the next Sunday service. Organizing for social change is hard work. Often, it takes determination to get things done. So it is important to take steps to make it fun. Unless the work is pleasurable, people will burn out and perceive the group as being self-righteous.

**Run Effective Meetings**
An excellent resource for running effective meetings and developing a group consensus is *Working Together: A Manual for Helping Groups Work More Effectively*, by Robert Biagi. You can order this book from the Citizen Involvement Training Project, 138 Hasbrouck, Division of Continuing Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst MA, 01003. The phone number is (413) 545-3450.

and perceive the group as being self-righteous.

**Provide Childcare and Youth Activities**
The busy schedules of working families can prevent them from attending social justice meetings and participating in activities. Provide food and childcare, offer a homework club, show a movie, or have a youth activity that is part of the social justice issue so that families can attend together.
Example of a Covenant of Right Relations

Some groups create a covenant of right relations to assure their meetings retain a caring atmosphere. Accountability to each other is an important part of building a strong and vibrant social justice program. Below is one example of a covenant.

Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Atlanta, GA
Covenant of Healthy Relationships

“We need not think alike to love alike.” One of our Unitarian Universalist ancestors, Francis David, spoke those words more than 400 years ago to describe the foundation of our unity as a religious community. The purpose of this covenant is to increase awareness of actions that each of us can take to nurture and support our beloved community. To this end, we, the people of the Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Atlanta, affirm the following Covenant of Healthy Relationships:

We will be mindful of how we communicate with and about others.

We intend to:

• Listen actively and seek to understand the perspectives and opinions of others
• Use “I” statements when expressing our own views, always mindful that our thoughts and opinions may not be shared by others
• Be respectful and kind in our words, tone, and body language
• Use email and other forms of electronic communication with respect, kindness, and special care

We will seek a peaceful and constructive resolution process when conflicts arise.

We intend to:

• Communicate directly with the person or group involved, instead of gossiping or speaking negatively about others in the wider community
• Assume that others act with good intentions
• Check the accuracy of our perceptions and assumptions
• Be forgiving and loving when we or others make mistakes
• Apologize, when warranted, and seek to make amends
• Call on congregational resources when help is needed

We will celebrate the diversity within our community.

We intend to:

• Reach out to others with warmth and kindness in a spirit of welcome
• Recognize and honor the diversity of beliefs and spiritual paths within our community, including the words and ways people choose to express their spirituality
• Be curious, appreciative, and informed about perspectives that differ from our own
• Honor the contributions and needs of those who have been historically marginalized in the larger world and in our congregation, and seek growth in our ability to be welcoming
We will build the common good.

We intend to:

• Build mutual trust through an honest and responsible use of information
• Contribute our gifts of time, talents, and financial resources
• Encourage and support the involvement of everyone in the life of our congregation
• Express gratitude and appreciation for the contributions of others
• Respect the roles and responsibilities of congregational leaders
• Respect UUCA’s established policies and procedures

This Covenant of Healthy Relationships affirms the foundation of our unity at UUCA. Our commitment to one another ensures that our community will be a safe and inspirational place in which we, as individuals and groups, can live out our spiritual journeys.
Leadership Development: Keeping Social Justice Programs Vibrant in the Long Term

Sustaining a social justice program in the congregation depends on the committee or group’s ability to develop new leaders who will take on responsibility and can lead the congregation in new and positive directions. Leadership development needs to be a part of everything we do, as we engage in congregation-based social justice work.

Steps to help develop new leaders and maintain healthy leadership roles:

- Once assuming a leadership position, consider one of the first priorities to find a replacement and work with him or her throughout the term. Have clear term limits.
- Try not to do things for people that they can do themselves. This is especially important when working in partnership.
- Alternate who runs or facilitates meetings, who serves as spokesperson, and who plans or takes responsibility for various actions.
- Ask for feedback from new members of the committee or from other members of the congregation on decisions that are being made. Be willing to be challenged and to change.
- If doing something alone, stop and think about why that’s the case and if only one person should be doing it at all. Sometimes it’s better to let something fall than to carry it solely on one person’s shoulders. This can be a good wake up call for others in that they cannot rely on one person to do all the work.
- Provide varying types of engagement for members of the congregation. Different people will want to do different types of social justice work—direct service, education, witness, and advocacy—and new leaders will emerge naturally.
- Do one-to-one conversations between members of the group. These conversations not only allow people to understand each other’s motivations and interests, but also build an accountability structure in which people begin working on behalf of the group rather than themselves individually.
VI. Organizing and Implementing Action Groups
The Social Change Cycle: Creating A Strategic Action Plan

When selecting an issue, it is important to develop a strategic plan. When doing this be sure to distinguish between goals, strategies, and tactics. The social change cycle is a step-by-step process which provides a method for developing an understanding of an issue and creating a strategic action plan. (Some social justice councils or committees require a strategic action plan be submitted before a task group is approved for action.)

Choose an Issue: Choose an issue that has grounding with your congregation’s history and theology/philosophy, accountability to marginalized groups, fit with its current passion and resources, and where there is opportunity to make a real difference. Discerning grounding and fit requires knowing the congregation. Discerning accountability and opportunity means understanding the larger community and the current status and context for the issue. It is very important to take time to evaluate each of these four criteria. See Section II for more information on this process.

Create a Task Group: It is helpful if people do a group building process before they begin to work on an issue. This enables group members to define how they will work with one another. They can express their hopes and fears about the project. And, they can describe the resources which each of them brings to the tasks at hand.

Define the Problem: Clearly and concisely define the problem. It’s all right to begin broadly, but the outcome should be a single, specific sentence. For example, start with “civil rights for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people” and narrow to “our state does not have a nondiscrimination ordinance that includes sexual orientation and gender identity and expression.”

State the Goal: The solution to this problem is the goal. It should be a clear and achievable outcome; for example, “to secure a nondiscrimination ordinance that includes sexual orientation and gender identity and expression in our state.” To be accountable when defining problems and goals, be sure to listen to the experience and desires of the people/groups most affected. This work cannot be done in a vacuum and is done best in partnership.

Develop the Strategies: Strategies are the concepts or general plans. Identify the strategies which, when successfully implemented will achieve the goal.

The first step in this process is identifying who has the power to change what needs to be changed. In the above case, it’s the state legislature. That group (and, for the most part, every group, including the general public) can be broken down into three parts: those who are supportive, those who are in opposition, and those who might be swayed. In general, supportive people should be enlisted in the work of persuading those in the middle through education and advocacy work aimed at those in the middle. Energy should not be expended on entrenched opponents.

![Spectrum of Allies](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Already pro-active on the issue</th>
<th>Actively against Issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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The Social Change Cycle

Adjust Planning

Evaluate and Reflect on the Action

Go into Action

State the Goals

Define the Problem to be Worked On

Create a Task Group

Issue Selection (based on GAFO)

Strategize Ways of Reaching the Goals
Identify people and ally groups with whom to partner. What resources do they have to offer? Who is the opposition? What is known about their work? What is the unique voice of the UU congregation? The answers to these questions, will start to indicate what strategies are necessary. There will likely be several, such as an education strategy, a media strategy, an advocacy strategy, and an organizing strategy. In general, these strategies will not change throughout the life of the plan.

Create the Tactics: Tactics are the particular activities necessary to implement strategies. For example, a public forum is an education tactic, but a single forum alone does not complete the strategy nor achieve the goal. Tactics should be evaluated regularly to ensure that they are effective. Be flexible—do not be wed to any one tactic. Remember that a tactic is NOT the goal, but merely a way of getting there. See Section I, 'Creating a Balanced Social Justice Program', for a balanced approach.

Go into action: Now the group is ready to go into action. Decide who will do what and when.

Decide how long it will take to accomplish this action plan: six months? One year” two years?

Celebrate, evaluate, and reflect on the action: Evaluate what happened. What did you learn from the experience? What would you do differently next time?

Plan for the next step: The group has completed one action plan. Now it is time to plan another action or move on to another issue.
VI. Planning and Implementing Task Force Actions

A goal is: the concrete, achievable outcome you wish to see.

Tactics are: the specific actions that, when done, will complete your
achieve your goal.

Strategies are: the concepts or plans that, when combined, will

Tactics are: the specific actions that, when done, will complete your

Strategy 1

Tactic

Strategy 2

Tactic

Strategy 3

Tactic

Goal
Example of a Strategic Action Plan

Choose an issue: Affordable Housing

a) Grounding—1st, and 2nd Principles: inherent worth and dignity of every person; and justice, equity and compassion in human relations; Several UUA General Assembly Resolutions spanning decades on affordable housing; Congregation has long-term engagement with aiding the homeless and is known in the community for this service; More recent congregational engagement with affordable housing.

b) Accountability—Congregation has low-income members advocating for this issue; There are opportunities to build right relationships with community stakeholders on this issue; Opportunity to provide internal education about institutional oppression and housing loans and patterns.

c) Fit—Affordable housing is a justice concern for the minister and of the local interfaith clergy group that the minister works with; Several members of the congregation are involved with affordable housing through their professional work and non-congregational advocacy efforts; The youth group works with Habitat for Humanity as one of their projects; The congregation has a history in supporting affordable housing; There is money for another social justice project in the congregational budget; There are several UU organizations and other UU congregations that have worked on this issue that can share resources; There are several national groups that provide resources for local groups; There are local groups that can be partnered with on this issue.

d) Opportunity—The current foreclosure crisis has brought this issue into the news and public dialogue; A city-wide forum was held on the issue by a regional community organization; There are city councilors and state legislators who have spoken and acted for affordable housing that can be worked with on this issue.

Define the problem: Our city does not provide enough low-income housing for its people.

State the Goal: To gain 250 affordable housing units for low-income members of the community over the next two years.

Develop the Strategies:

1. Education—educate ourselves and the community about the problem;
2. Accountability—partner with and take leadership from those who are most affected, i.e. Tenants Council and ACORN; learn about how institutional oppression works through housing;
3. Community Organizing—coordinate with other groups, including interfaith community, to mobilize the local community;
4. Legislative Advocacy—Identify and contact local and state officials with power on this issue;
5. Create Media Plan—Engage media with stories of people affected, their allies, and ‘dramatic’ facts;
6. Develop Financial Plan—Raise $1,000.
Create the Tactics:

1. Education—meet with six housing advocates and book four speakers for educating the congregation and community about housing in the local community; sponsor Town Hall Forum;

2. Accountability—Develop campaign with Tenants Council and ACORN; Sponsor congregational film showing of PBS Film – Race: the Power of An Illusion – Episode 2 on Housing;

3. Community Organizing—sponsor petition drive on housing to collect 50 clergy and 2,000 general public signatures;

4. Legislative Advocacy—get meetings with supportive city councilors and state legislators and housing officials to gain more support;

5. Place an Op Ed from the minister in local newspaper; Hold a press conference with tenants group; Place posters and petitions in 25 local businesses;

6. Identify and approach donors; hold a fundraising party; take special offering and ask other congregations to do the same.
Creating a Task Group and Building a Team

Once you have identified an issue, you need to develop a group to work on it. There are a number of ways to gather people together in a meeting. Examples include writing an article for the newsletter, making announcements at Sunday services, putting flyers in the order of service, and e-mailing and phoning people whom you think might be interested. The more of these methods you use, the more successful you will be in attracting people to the meeting.

Once you have assembled a group, it helps if people take the time to do a group building process before they begin to work on the project. Below are some suggested guidelines for building the team.

A. Define how people in the group will work together.
   - Determine who will facilitate the meeting.
   - Make sure people are sitting in a way that works for the group.
   - Determine how decisions will be made. Will the group vote on decisions or use consensus methods?
   - How will the group evaluate its work as it goes along?
   - Use brainstorming and priority setting techniques when they are applicable.

B. Help people to understand who they are in the group.
   - What are the hopes and fears each person has about being a member of the group?
   - What are the hopes and fears each person has about the task?
   - What personal resources does each person bring to the group?
   - What other resource people are known who are in the community?
   - What does each person want to learn while they are on the team?

C. Define what the group will try to accomplish.
   - Compile on newsprint a list of the tasks, problems, items of business, etc., which group members think the team should deal with. Prioritize the list, ranking the items according to their importance.
   - Assign an anticipated time parameter for each task. Note these time parameters are not frozen, but may be changed by the group members as they do their work.
Defining the Issue: Why is this a Justice Issue?

1. List information that can help each person define the issue the group intends to work on. The following questions may be helpful in carrying out this task.

   - Why is this a problem?
   - Who are the people affected by the problem?
   - How many people are affected?
   - What are the economic, political, and social factors that make this a problem?
   - How will core UU values empower us to work on this issue?
   - What is the potential for change?

2. Discuss what further information the group needs to define the problem.

   For example, are there people in the congregation or in the wider community who can serve as resource people to help define the issue?

   Are there books or videos that would be good sources of information?
Developing Strategies and Tactics

A strategy is a series of group activities that are carried out to reach the desired goal(s).

Brainstorming is a good way to develop a strategy. When developing a strategy, consider some of these:

a. List the tasks to be done and think of a time frame for each task.

b. With whom does the group need to network for information or support?

c. Who are the people needed to help with the project? Who may want to be involved? Make a special effort to establish personal contact with them.

d. What are the financial costs? Work out a budget.

e. Are there any informational handouts or brochures that need to be purchased or prepared?

f. What publicity is needed?

g. Is there any additional research and writing needed to be done?

h. If group is going to have a public event, arrange for a time and meeting place.

Tactics are specific actions that make up a strategy. They indicate assignments of action to particular people, the details of what they are to do, and a time line for reporting on and completing tasks.

Go Into Action

Now the group is ready to go into action.

Celebrate, Reflect, and Evaluate the Action

Holding a social gathering after an action is a wonderful way of boosting morale and enhancing the energy in the group. Plan a party to celebrate what has been achieved. Sometimes people do the evaluation at the social gathering.

As soon as possible after a specific action, bring the participants together to evaluate what happened. What was learned from the experience? What went as planned? What didn't go as expected? Did the action help the group move toward achieving its goals and objectives? What should be done differently next time? How is the group functioning in terms of morale, efficiency, and commitment to the task?

Plan for the Next Step

The group has completed one action step. Now it is time to start planning the next one. Watch and learn from your successes.
Worksheet for Developing an Action Plan

Goal Statement:

One Year Goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How do these goals and objectives help to build the team?

What are the resources necessary to carry out these goals?

Budget: What are the financial resources required?

What are the special problems, or obstacles the group expects to encounter?

Who are the allies we need to help us succeed?

Who are the groups to whom we should be accountable?

Evaluation: What are the milestones? How will we know if we succeed?
| FIRST GOAL |  |
|---|---|---|
| Tasks | Person/s Responsible | Time Line |

| SECOND GOAL |  |
|---|---|---|
| Tasks | Person/s Responsible | Time Line |

| THIRD GOAL |  |
|---|---|---|
| Tasks | Person/s Responsible | Time Line |

| FOURTH GOAL |  |
|---|---|---|
| Tasks: | Person/s Responsible | Time Line |
Action Group Evaluation

The purpose of this work sheet is to evaluate the current state of the action group’s work.

1. What are the goals the action group set for the past year?

2. What are the projects and activities that have been completed? What accomplishments have been made?

3. What are the projects and activities currently being worked on?

4. What projects or activities are still unfinished?

5. Where has the group fallen short? What needs to be improved?

6. What problems were encountered? How were they overcome?

7. Is the group functioning as an effective team with regard to how people work together and accomplish the task?

8. What has the group learned about making social change?

9. What problems might arise in the future as the group continues to work on its issue?

10. In what ways can the social justice leaders in the congregation support the group in the future?

11. Is this action group still necessary, or is its work completed? If it continues, what future projects are possible?
VII. Resources from the Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA) and Related Organizations
UUA Social Justice Resources, Staff Contacts, and Related Organizations

RESOURCES

UUA Social Justice Initiatives, Programs, and Resources
www.uua.org/justice

UUA Media Advocacy and Public Witness
www.uua.org/communications

Congregation Faith-Based Community Organizing
www.uua.org/cbco

Anti-Racism, Anti-Oppression, and Multiculturalism
www.uua.org/multicultural

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Issues
www.uua.org/lgbt

Standing on the Side of Love
www.standingonthesideoflove.com

Socially Responsible Investing
www.uua.org/finance/investment/sri/index.shtml

Social Justice Statements by Category and Keyword Search
www.uua.org/statements

Study Action Issues/Statements of Conscience and Commission on Social Witness Process
www.uua.org/statements/process/index.shtml

UU Service Committee
www.uusc.org

UU Statewide Advocacy Networks and UU Legislative Ministries
http://uustatenetworks.org

UU Social Justice Organizations
www.uua.org/directory/organizations/search.php?category=11671

Including:

OpenDoor Housing Fund
www.uuahc.org/

UUs for a Just Economic Community
www.uujec.org/

UU Ministry for Earth
www.uuministryforearth.org/index.shtml
E-NEWSLETTERS & ACTION ALERTS

To sign up: http://salsa.democracyinaction.org/o/1272/t/4696/signUp.jsp?key=1357

Justice Advocacy (Just-Act) News
A newsletter providing opportunities for congregational advocacy and grassroots organizing. It provides action alerts and keeps readers informed about what is being collectively done by UU staff, congregations, individuals, and coalitions.

Catalyst
A newsletter from Multicultural Growth offering highlights relating to racial and ethnic concerns; includes resources for congregations and best practices.
www.uua.org/multiculturalism/104016.shtml

STAFF CONTACTS

Multicultural Growth & Witness:
Taquiena Boston, Director, tboston@uua.org; (202) 393-2255 x18

Witness Ministries:
Audra Friend, Program Coordinator, afriend@uua.org; (617) 948-4656
socialjustice@uua.org

Office of International Resources:
Eric Cherry, Director, echerry@uua.org; (617) 948-6412
Nicole McConvery, Assistant, nmconvery@uua.org; (617) 948-4311

Standing on the Side of Love:
Dan Furmansky, Campaign Manager, dfurmansky@uua.org; (301) 461-4900
love@uua.org

Racial & Ethnic Ministries:
Alex Kapitan, Congregational Justice Administrator;
akapitan@uua.org, (617) 948-6461
multicultural@uua.org

LGBT Ministries:
Alex Kapitan, Congregational Justice Administrator;
akapitan@uua.org, (617) 948-6461
lgbt@uua.org

Lifespan Faith Development (Religious Education):
Judith Frediani, Director, jfrediani@uua.org; (617)948-4373
Aisha Hauser, Children and Families Program Director; ahauser@uua.org,
(973) 592-1002

Public Witness:
John Hurley, Director of Communications; jhurley@uua.org
Daisy Kincaid, Public Relations Director; dkincaid@uua.org, (617) 948-4386
Info@uua.org
Youth and Young Adult Ministries:  
Carey McDonald, Youth and Young Adult Ministries Director,  
cmcdonald@uua.org, (617) 948-4359  
Monica Cummings, Program Associate for Ministry to Youth and Young Adults of Color, mcummings@uua.org; (262) 705-5786  
Jeremie Giacoia, Leadership Development Associate; jgiacoia@uua.org, (617) 948-4352  
Erik Mohn, Spirituality and Service Consultant, emohn@uua.org, (617) 948-4645  
Kayla Parker, Campus Ministry Associate; kparker@uua.org; (617) 948-4629
Offerings from the UUA's Multicultural Growth & Witness Staff Group

To learn more, visit www.uua.org/multicultural or email multicultural@uua.org

TRAININGS & CURRICULA

Multicultural Welcome: A Resource for Greeters: This brand new, brief training resource for greeters builds awareness around how our congregations can be fully and truly welcoming, explores how to integrate membership with our lived faith and social justice work, and offers strategies for developing competencies of inclusion and practicing your welcome.

Building the World We Dream About: Available for free online, the goal of this self-administered, experiential program is to enable congregations to become more welcoming of racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity, and to dismantle racism within and outside the congregation. The curriculum consists of 24 two-hour workshops. Introductory/training workshops are also available.

Jubilee Anti-Racism Training: Previously called Jubilee II, this two-and-a-half-day power analysis of racism led by two experienced trainers has been called “our most effective tool for transformation around racial justice and inclusion.” This workshop is designed for congregations, districts, regions, and other organizations looking for an intensive, advanced anti-racism training.

Examining Whiteness: An Anti-Racism Curriculum: Authored by Rev. Dr. Bill Gardiner and available for free online, this self-administered 6-8 module curriculum is intended for white individuals and groups who want to further deepen their white anti-racist identities.

Social Justice Empowerment: Led by an experienced facilitator, this one-day workshop helps participants assess the quality and effectiveness of their congregation’s social justice work and how they can best put their faith into practice. Workshops for clusters are now available.

Welcoming Congregation: This self-administered, volunteer program empowers congregations to become more welcoming and inclusive of sexual and gender minorities through education, congregational life, and community outreach. We also offer Living the Welcoming Congregation, an online curriculum for Welcoming Congregations that want to deepen their work.

CONSULTANCIES

JUUST Change: This consultancy is tailored to fit in order to meet congregations, districts, regions, and other organizations where they are. Congregational leaders work with one or two experienced consultants to analyze the justice work already in process, identify next steps, and help build on existing strengths to create a plan for transformation grounded in anti-oppression.

Diversity of Ministry Initiative: This program provides extensive support from UUA staff to specific congregations that commit to do intentional work around anti-racism and multiculturalism in order to pave the way for successful, long-term settlements for ministers of color.

MORE!

Video loan library: The UUA hosts a library of videos on themes relating to anti-racism, anti-oppression, and multiculturalism that can be borrowed by UU congregations, districts, and individuals for congregational or private showings. Organize a film series with discussions!

Standing on the Side of Love: A public advocacy campaign focused on challenging exclusion, oppression, and violence based on sexual orientation, gender identity, immigration status, race, religion, or any other identity.

Newsletters: Multicultural Growth & Witness produces Catalyst, a newsletter for racial and ethnic concerns, and JustAct, a social justice newsletter—email multicultural@uua.org to subscribe!
Congregation-Based Community Organizing

To learn more, visit www.uua.org/cbco or email socialjustice@uua.org

Congregation-Based Community Organizing is a model of social activism that seeks to establish grassroots organizations for purposes of increasing social integration and power in civil society and for making civic, regional, and state-wide changes for social improvement.

Congregation-Based Community Organizations (CBCOs) are:

- Interfaith
- Economically Diverse
- Multi-Ethnic
- Multi-Racial

CBCOs build relationships that bring faith communities, labor unions, schools, and other groups and organizations together to leverage their power with local and state governments and with corporations. Their goals are to make civic, regional and state-wide, and national changes for social improvement.

CBCO achievements include successful living wage campaigns, the creation of affordable housing, increased funding for education, the adoption of environmental green building standards, criminal justice reform, and the creation of jobs and job training programs. These accomplishments are often of scale—from $100 million in Massachusetts state funds for affordable housing won by the Greater Boston Interfaith Organization to $25 million for school construction bonds in California by the PICO Network. CBCO groups are not "single-issue" organizations. They do not break up following achieving an objective. Rather, other "actions" are planned.

At last count, 128 UU congregations are members of CBCO groups—10% of our UU congregations. These CBCO groups are supported by five "networks" which provide training leaders and organizers, support, and consultation to organizers who do the day-to-day work of organizing and provide organizers to the local CBCO groups. In the United States there are approximately 160 local CBCO groups, with more than 4,000 member institutions.

The UUA provides resources and support for congregations interested in or engaged in congregation-based community organizing. You can:

- Download the guide Congregation-Based Community Organizing: A Social Justice Approach to Revitalizing Congregational Life
- Subscribe to CBCO News, a newsletter that goes out three times a year
- Join an email list for members and ministers of UU congregations participating in or interested in CBCO groups
- Find even more resources and information at www.uua.org/cbco or by emailing socialjustice@uua.org
Ways to Take Action from the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee (UUSC)

To learn more, visit www.uusc.org

---

**GENERAL WAYS TO TAKE ACTION**

**Become a Member:** Join a community of more than 47,000 supporters who share your ideals and values and stay up-to-date on human rights issues via mailings, action alerts, and a subscription to our newsletter, *Rights Now*, as well as enrollment in our e-Community. Basic one-year dues are $40, with lower dues available for students/youth and seniors.

**Register for UUSC's e-Community:** Stay informed about the latest news on UUSC issues you care about and get the chance to make your voices heard when decision-makers most need to hear from people committed to social justice. e-Community subscribers receive our monthly e-newsletter, *Values in Action*, and periodic alerts about urgent actions and humanitarian crises. Registering for UUSC's e-Community is simple—and free!

**Respond to Action Alerts:** Make your voices heard! E-mail or call decision-makers and make sure human rights and social justice are not ignored.

**Join Our Volunteer Network:** The UUSC National Volunteer Network directly connects over 400 Unitarian Universalist (UU) congregations across the United States to UUSC, and to one another, to accomplish human rights and social justice work.

**Be a Media Advocate:** As a UUSC media advocate, you will help to raise awareness of critical social justice issues in the United States and around the world and influence public opinion. Specifically, UUSC media advocates engage the media to raise issues relating to UUSC's program work and advocacy campaigns.

**Learn by Doing:** Participate in a JustJourney or JustWorks camp! UUSC provides unique opportunities for social justice activists to translate their values into action by participating in on-the-ground projects that involve issues such as race, class, and gender.

---

**WAYS TO TAKE ACTION TO DEFEND CIVIL LIBERTIES**

**Participate in a Building Bridges Workshop:** A key feature of our Building Bridges project is a series of joint UUSC and partner-led workshops and activities in three major cities: Chicago, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C.

**Use UUSC's Covenant Group Materials in Your Congregation to Discuss Civil Liberties:** With our covenant group resources, UUSC supports members of the UU community in the search for connection with each other and the larger global community; the quest for meaningful engagement with life’s most challenging questions; and the pursuit to engage more effectively with local, national, and global social justice initiatives.

**Connect with a UUSC Program Partner Based in the United States:**
- UUSC members and supporters, and UU congregations interested in legal issues and justice for Muslim Americans can work with UUSC partner Muslim Advocates.
- Facilitate understanding and cooperation with UU, Muslim, and Muslim-American youth by working with our program partner Hands Across Mideast Support Alliance.

---

**WAYS TO TAKE ACTION FOR ECONOMIC JUSTICE**

**Contact your elected officials:** Bring issues of economic justice to the attention of your elected officials by responding to one of UUSC's action alerts.
Choose Compassionate Consumption: Choose Compassionate Consumption is a justice-based consumer advocacy initiative that mobilizes people and communities to channel their consumer power into goods and services that reflect moral values, address human-rights violations, and promote a just economy. There are many ways to get involved.

Bring "Living Wage Days" to your community: UUSC colleague Let Justice Roll has sponsored hundreds of "Living Wage Days" services and events across the country to build crucial support for raising the minimum wage in the states and winning the first federal minimum wage raise in ten years.

Support fair trade: Supporting fair trade is central to strengthening human rights and dignity for workers in the global economy. You can support fair trade by choosing to buy certified fair trade products. Through the UUSC Coffee Project, you can buy fair trade coffee, tea, cocoa, & chocolate from our fair trade colleague, Equal Exchange.

WAYS TO TAKE ACTION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

Sign up for Environmental Justice News: Environmental Justice News is a monthly electronic newsletter from the Unitarian Universalist Association, Unitarian Universalist Service Committee, and Unitarian Universalist Ministry for Earth.

Get information about your water:
- Where does it come from? Who makes decisions about the water in your community?
- Test the water in your home or congregation. Is it safe?
- What does your water bill pay for? Anything besides water?
- What happens in your community if a family cannot pay their water bill?

Blue your Green: Consider becoming a Green Sanctuary under the UU Ministry for Earth program—do a water audit!

Join the Got Water? campaign: Got Water? is a campaign to ensure sustainable access to safe, sufficient, affordable water to every person by enshrining the human right to water into law—internationally, nationally, statewide, and locally.

WAYS TO TAKE ACTION FOR RIGHTS IN HUMANITARIAN CRISIS

Donate in response to disaster: UUSC responds strategically to disaster situations where human rights are threatened, focusing on the rights of marginalized and oppressed people.

Participate in UUSC advocacy campaigns: Through targeted advocacy campaigns, UUSC bolsters its work with grassroots organizations by seeking to achieve systemic change at the highest levels of policy. UUSC's campaigns provide members and supporters strategic opportunities to contribute directly to efforts to achieve positive change.

Volunteer: Whenever possible, UUSC endeavors to provide you with the chance to get involved and make a difference in human-rights work on the ground through various volunteer projects. Current volunteer opportunities exist in response to the situations in the Gulf Coast and Haiti.

Keep up with UUSC online: Keep your finger on the pulse of what's happening at UUSC and in the wider world of human-rights activism through Facebook, Flickr, Twitter, YouTube, and our blog. You can read on-the-ground reports and latest news, watch videos about our issues and partners, and share your thoughts.

Invite a speaker: Through Rights Aloud, our speakers bureau, UUSC staff members are available to speak at congregations and other gatherings, large and small.
Financial Resources for the Social Justice Program

Congregational social justice leaders need financial resources to carry out their programs. Money is needed for printing, publicity, supplies, phone calls, staff people, and so on. Some congregations give sizable contributions to social change groups.

Below are suggestions for how social justice committees can obtain funding from the congregation's budget, from special fund-raising projects, from the Unitarian Universalist Funding and other sources.

1. Money for social justice in the congregation's budget

Try to get the congregation to appropriate a portion of its budget to support social justice programs. This is one way that the congregation can do something specific to support the values of liberal religion and the Principles and Purposes of our movement. It also ensures that social justice has the money needed to run its program.

Two percent of the congregation's overall budget is a reasonable amount to allocate for social justice programming. This should be seen as a minimum amount, since there are congregations that budget a higher percentage than this.

If the congregation has a $100,000 budget, the Board should allocate $2,000 for social justice programs. If the congregation has a $200,000 budget, social justice should get $4,000.

If the social justice program is not presently budgeted a fair share, work out a strategy for increasing the budgeted amount. But, do not simply go and ask the board for more money. Instead, determine the amount of monies needed to do specific projects. Then explain to the board why money is needed for these projects. If the board can't allocate two per cent, work out a strategy so that the social justice program can evolve to that amount over a two or three year period.

The program has a better chance of getting money for social justice programs when social justice activists support the congregation with generous pledges and take active roles in the annual fund-raising canvass.

2. Special fund-raising congregational practices

A number of our congregations have been very successful in raising money for social justice projects. There are many ways to raise money.

A monthly, bi-weekly or weekly “Share the Plate” collection has become a growing practice among many UU congregations. It is a collection held in addition to the regular Sunday worship collection and is used to fund the congregation's social justice activities as well as to make contributions to other social justice organizations and coalitions. Typically, the collection is accompanied by the introduction of a representative from the ally organization or news of a congregational social justice effort so that awareness and participation are raised as well.

The UU Church of Nashua, NH reports that it raises $20,000 annually through this weekly collection and that it has had no impact on the collection for the church.
The Social Justice Coordinating Council at the UU Church of Bloomington, IN sells fair trade coffee and tea as one of the ways to fund their social justice projects. Over 500 UU congregations participate in the UU Service Committee's Equal Exchange Interfaith Coffee Program which includes bulk sales for fundraising. See www.uusc.org/info/coffeeproject.html for more information. This practice not only raises funds but supports independent growers and cooperatives in developing countries.

The annual pledge drive at River Road Unitarian Church, Bethesda, MD (650 members), enables members to make a separate pledge for the congregation's support of social justice organizations.

Friends and members receive two pledge cards each spring, one for the general canvass and one for social justice outreach. In the spring of 2001, they pledged $685,000 to the annual canvass and another $100,000 for social justice. Add another $50,000 collected at other fundraisers and members gave more than 10 percent of all member contributions to social justice work last year. Social justice pledging at River Road has been going on in this manner since 1974.

Special Events that the congregation becomes known for are also a great way to raise funds and build the congregation’s identity and outreach in the community. First Parish Brewster MA hosts an annual formal Valentine's Day dance for Cape Cod's LGBT community and friends, raising at least $6,000 each year to support issues and programs important to that community.

In 1991-92, All Souls Church in New York raised $170,000 through special fund-raising programs to support its social justice programs. The congregation had a special travel auction at which they raised $105,000, a fair that brought in $25,000, and a fundraiser for an AIDS project, which netted $40,000.

The social justice committee in the Morristown, NJ church held a service auction hoping to raise $8,000 to support their projects. Imagine the "problem" they had when they raised $14,000. They ended up giving the board of their congregation $6,000.

The UU Congregation of the Palisades in Englewood, NJ, with some neighboring UU congregations, raised $10,000 with a concert to help homeless people. They invited the Jubilee Choir from All Souls Church in Washington, DC to sing at the concert.

The Unitarian Society of Germantown in Philadelphia raises over $10,000 a year through special collections, which are taken once a month at the Sunday service. The church board does a survey of the congregation to determine the projects that can be funded. Projects include: United Nations Sunday, Guest at Your Table (UUSC), Justice Sunday, and so on. Either the whole service is focused on the project, as is the case with Justice Sunday, or a brief period of time in the service is used.

The Monterey Peninsula Unitarian Church in Carmel, CA encourages its members to "fast for friends." Once a month a community group makes a brief presentation at a Sunday Service. A special collection is taken after the presentation. People contribute with the idea of fasting during the month to provide the money.

The UU Church of Tampa, FL designates a charity a month, for which it takes a special collection.
3. The Unitarian Universalist grants panels

There are three different granting programs available through the Unitarian Universalist Funding Program (UUFP).

The funding cycle is twice yearly with deadlines of September 15th and March 15th. For more information, including information on past grantees, see www.uua.org/giving/funding. Contact the UUFP at uufp@aol.com or 617-971-9600.

A. Fund for Unitarian Universalist Social Responsibility

The Fund for Social Responsibility makes grants for projects that increase UU involvement in issues of social responsibility. Grants are made in support of social justice educational work, direct service projects, projects that enable Unitarian Universalists to witness about social issues, and projects organizing to change systems of oppression and injustice. Projects that seek to implement current or recent General Resolutions/Statements of Conscience will be welcomed. The maximum grant will be $20,000; however, the typical grant will be smaller.

Members of congregations who are trying to get funding for projects sponsored by their church should apply to this fund.

B. Fund for a Just Society

The Fund for a Just Society makes grants to organizations addressing issues of social and economic injustice. Grants are given in support of specific projects focusing on "systematic" social change projects that challenge social, racial, political, and economic injustices and those that seek to transform the structures that create and maintain these injustices. Grants can be made up to $20,000 and the average grant is $6-9,000.

While the funds are not for UU congregations, UU social justice organizers who are working with local community groups should apply to this funding source.

C. Fund for Unitarian Universalism (formerly the Denominational Grants Panel)

The Fund for Unitarian Universalism supports projects that strengthen UU institutions, extend UU visibility and presence, enrich its community and worship life, or preserve and celebrate its religious heritage. Preference is given to the development of innovative, challenging, or experimental programs whose application or replication will have wide denominational impact. The maximum possible grant is $20,000, and the average grant is $7,000 and "challenge" or "matching" grants are often common.

D. Fund for International Unitarian Universalism

The Fund for International Unitarian Universalism makes grants to strengthen Unitarian Universalist organizations or projects working internationally. Grants are made to Unitarian/Universalist organizations or projects working internationally that:

- Promote the growth of religious institutions that are consistent with Unitarian/Universalist ideals and values.
- Strengthen Unitarian/Universalist institutions and community life.
- Nurture and celebrate our free faith.
- Encourage a generosity among Unitarian Universalists that is reflected in
commitments of time, money and energy. 

Please Note: This fund has one funding cycle each year with a deadline of March 15th.

In 2005, the Funds distributed $875,221 to 123 organizations. Application forms and guidelines are available from the Funding Program office. Organizations and projects that are considering applying are strongly encouraged to talk with the Grants Administrator prior to filling out the application.

E. Unitarian Universalist Women’s Federation

The UUWF Grants Program supports innovative social justice projects that affect women and girls and contributes to positive social change.

The first grants cycle begins with an October deadline for proposals. $15,000 has been allocated for this first cycle, with the average grant anticipated to be about $5,000.

See www.uuwf.org/fundingprograms.html for more information.

4. Resources

See Raising Money for Social Action by Michael Durall, Member of the First Church, UU, in Belmont, Massachusetts, and author of the book Creating Congregations of Generous People, (Alban Institute, 1999) at www.uua.org/action/27230.shtml.


Raising Change holds an annual social justice fundraising conference and provides workshops and resources. See www.grassrootsfundraising.org/raising_change.
## Social Witness Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Cycle Year (Selection Year)</th>
<th>October 1: Deadline for congregations, districts, and UUA sponsored organizations to submit proposed CSAIs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 1: CSW places up to 10 proposed CSAIs on the Congregational Poll.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 15: The Congregational Poll is made available and congregations are notified of it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>February 1: Deadline for congregations to vote in the Congregational Poll. A quorum of 25% of congregations must participate for the poll to be valid. If the poll is not valid, this process shall be repeated the following year. If it is valid, then the top five proposals are placed on the final agenda for General Assembly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### First Cycle - Year 1 (Selection Year)

- **7/01/05 – GA 06**
  - GA delegates select one CSAI for the next four years. UUA staff to conduct a workshop on the newly-selected issue.

### Second Cycle - Year 1 (Selection Year)

- **7/01/06 – GA 07**
  - The CSW conducts workshops on the CSAI.
  - The CSAI proposal process may start again.

### Third Cycle - Year 1 (Selection Year)

- **7/01/07 – GA 08**
  - The CSW conducts workshops on the CSAI.

### Fourth Cycle - Year 1 (Selection Year)

- **7/01/08 – GA 09**
  - The Commission on Social Witness shall then prepare a revised draft of the UUA Statement of Conscience taking into consideration comments received by the member congregations and districts and place this revised draft of the UUA Statement of Conscience on the Final Agenda.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation Year</th>
<th>October 1: The Study/Action process begins again; CSAI proposals are due.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If a Statement of Conscience was adopted in the previous year, workshops are held on it. This concludes the Study/Action cycle for that issue. A new CSAI is selected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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